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A. SUMMARY
Project Name:

Purchase of a Conservation Easement to Preserve
Agricultural Lands, Kunia, Oahu, Hawaii

Agency Action:

Agribusiness Development Corporation

Approving Agency:

Agribusiness Development Corporation

EA Trigger:

Use of state funds to purchase a conservation easement to
assure perpetual protection of agricultural lands with high
quality soils

Anticipated
Determination:

No Significant Impact

Project Location:

Kunia, Oahu

Acreage Involved:

108.217 acres

Tax Map Key:

Portion of (1) 9-2-1-11

Land Use:

State Agriculture; County Agriculture

Pre-Consultation:

DLNR Forestry and Wildlife Division
City and County of Honolulu
Department of Planning and Permitting
Board of Land and Natural Resources
Legacy Land Conservation Commission
Hawaii State Legislature
Natural Resources Conservation Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation
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B. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
Agribusiness Development Corporation (ADC) is a Hawaii state agency whose
mission is to transition the state’s agricultural industry from plantation operations to a
diversified agricultural economy, including the preservation of lands agricultural
importance. ADC proposes to purchase a conservation easement to protect, in
perpetuity, agricultural lands located in Kunia, Hawaii, which are owned by Hawaii
Agriculture Research Center (HARC). HARC is a Hawaii nonprofit focused on
agricultural research. Federal and state money will pay for the easement, which is
estimated to cost approximately $3 million. About half of the purchase price of the
easement will come from the federal Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program
(FRPP) managed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS). The remainder of the funding will come from the Hawaii
Legacy Land Conservation Program (LLCP), which is managed by the Hawaii
Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR).

1. Description of Property and Location
The proposed conservation easement will encumber approximately 108.217
acres of agricultural land located on the northwestern corner of the intersection of the
H1-Interstate Freeway and Kunia Road. The area to be encumbered by the
conservation easement (hereinafter the “Conservation Property”) is part of a larger
parcel of approximately 389.768 acres designated as Lot 16246, shown on Map 1276,
filed in the Office of the Assistant Registrar of the Land Court of the State of Hawaii with
Land Court Application No. 1069, situate at Honouliuli, Ewa, City and County of
Honolulu, State of Hawaii, bearing tax key designation (1) 9-2-1-11 (“Lot 16246”). The
Conservation Property is represented on aerial images, topographic and other maps,
which are part of the Draft Baseline Report (Appendix A). Figure 1-3 in the Draft
Baseline Report is a survey map delineating the Conservation Property from the
remainder of Lot 16246.

2. Reason for and Focus of Environmental Assessment
The trigger. Under the Hawaii Environmental Impact Statement law, Hawaii
Revised Statutes (“HRS”), Chapter 343 (hereinafter the “EIS Law” or “Chapter 343”), an
environmental assessment (EA) is required where there is a state action that “triggers”
the need for an EA, and there is no exemption for the state action. In this case, the
trigger for this EA is the proposed use of state funds to match federal funds for the
purchase of the conservation easement.
No exemption. Under Chapter 343, one agency will ordinarily be responsible for
the processing of the EA. In this case two state agencies are involved: DLNR and ADC.
DLNR and ADC agree that ADC is the responsible agency for the purposes of the legal
requirements of Chapter 343 because it initiated the proposal for the purchase of a
conservation easement over the Conservation Property. Therefore, ADC’s exemption
list is applicable. Because conservation easements are a relatively new conservation
tool in Hawaii, ADC has not updated its exemption list to include this kind of proposed
conservation activity by the agency. Therefore, an EA is required even though the
proposed action is for the purpose of conservation.
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EA focus. The focus of this EA is to evaluate the environmental impacts of ADC’s
proposal to purchase a conservation easement over the Conservation Property. The
specific environmental impacts that are addressed in this EA are the environmental
impacts, if any, of purchasing a conservation easement that will provide perpetual
prohibitions on development of most of the Conservation Property and thereby provide
an opportunity for the Conservation Property to always be available for agricultural
uses. ADC expects there is no significant impact to conserving this land through the use
of a conservation easement.

3. Description of Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program
The program. The Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program (FRPP) is a
voluntary program that helps farmers and ranchers keep their land in agriculture. The
program provides matching funds to state, tribal, or local governments and nongovernmental organizations with existing farm and ranch land protection programs to
purchase conservation easements. FRPP was reauthorized in the Farm Security and
Rural Investment Act of 2002 (Farm Bill). The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA)
NRCS manages the program.
Benefits/Accomplishments. Through 2003, more than 300,000 acres have been
protected in 42 states. Until recently, Hawaii did not participate in FRPP programs
because there was no source for the matching funds required by FRPP. However, with
the creation of the Hawaii Legacy Lands Conservation Program (discussed in the next
section), Hawaii was able to apply for FRPP funding. Hawaii completed its first FRPP
project in 2007 with the purchase of a conservation easement over agricultural lands on
the island of Molokai. That easement was negotiated by and is now held by the Maui
Coastal Land Trust. See attached press release regarding this first easement (Appendix
F).
How FRPP Works. USDA works through state, tribal, and local governments and
non-governmental organizations to conduct the FRPP. These entities acquire
conservation easements from landowners. Participating landowners agree not to
convert their land to non-agricultural uses and to develop and implement a conservation
plan for highly erodible land. All highly erodible lands enrolled must have a
conservation plan developed based on the standards in the NRCS Field Office
Technical Guide and approved by the local conservation district. Landowners retain
rights to use the property for agriculture. To participate, a landowner submits an
application to an entity – a State, Tribal, or local government or a non-governmental
organization – that has an existing farm or ranch land protection program. The NRCS
State Conservationist, with advice from the State Technical Committee, awards funds to
qualified entities to purchase perpetual conservation easements.
Eligibility. To qualify for FRPP, the land offered must be part or all of a farm or
ranch and must: contain prime, unique, or other productive soil or historical or
archaeological resources; be included in a pending offer from a state, tribal, or local
government or nongovernmental organization’s farmland protection program; be
privately owned; be covered by a conservation plan for any highly erodible land; be
large enough to sustain agricultural production; be accessible to markets for what the
land produces; be surrounded by parcels of land that can support long-term agricultural
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production; and, be owned by an individual or entity that does not exceed the Adjusted
Gross Income (AGI) limitation.
The AGI provision of the 2002 Farm Bill impacts eligibility for FRPP and several
other 2002 Farm Bill programs. Individuals or entities that have an average AGI
exceeding $2.5 million for the three tax years immediately preceding the year the
contract is approved are not eligible to receive program benefits or payments.
However, an exemption (FRPP Fact Sheet page 2 September 2004) is provided in
cases where 75 percent of the AGI is derived from farming, ranching, or forestry
operations. If the land cannot be converted to nonagricultural uses because of existing
deed restrictions or other legal constraints, it is ineligible for FRPP.
Funding. FRPP is funded through the Commodity Credit Corporation. The FRPP
share of the easement cost must not exceed 50 percent of the appraised fair market
value of the conservation easement. As part of its share of the cost of purchasing a
conservation easement, a state, tribal, or local government or nongovernmental
organization may include a charitable donation by the landowner of up to 25 percent of
the appraised fair market value of the conservation easement. At a minimum, a
cooperating entity must provide, in cash, 25 percent of the appraised fair market value
or 50 percent of the purchase price of the conservation easement.

4. Description of State of Hawaii Legacy Land Conservation
Program
About the Land Conservation Fund. The Land Conservation Fund was
established in July of 2005 by Act 156. Act 156 is codified by HRS Chapter 173A
(Acquisition of Resource Value Lands). The Legacy Land Conservation Program
(LLCP) provides funding from the Land Conservation Fund for the acquisition of lands,
including easements, for: watersheds protection, parks, coastal areas, beaches, and
ocean access, natural areas, habitat protection, agricultural production, cultural and
historical sites, open spaces and scenic resources, recreational and public hunting area.
The 2006 application cycle awarded approximately $3.6 million in grants through
a competitive process. The 2007 cycle awarded approximately $4.7 million.
The Legacy Land Conservation Commission (LLCC). The Legacy Land
Conservation Commission is a nine-member State commission created by Act 254, SLH
2006, to advise the Board of Land and Natural Resources on projects proposed for
funding under HRS Chapter 173A. The Commission uses the priorities identified in HRS
Chapter 173A to guide its decision making and uses an interim criteria form that
corresponds with the application form to assess project applications.
Who May Apply for Funding. Grants from the Land Conservation Fund are
available through LLCP to state agencies, counties, and non-profit land conservation
organizations seeking funding to acquire property that has value as a resource to
Hawaii. County agency or nonprofit land conservation organization grant recipients must
provide matching funds of at least 25% of the total project costs.
Award Selection Process. Applicants are required to complete and submit an
application and related documents. The LLCC reviews all complete grant application
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packets and then recommends funding awards to the Board of Land and Natural
Resources (“BLNR”). Final awards are subject to a consultation process with members
of Hawaii Legislature and the approval of the BLNR, the Attorney General and the
Governor.

5. Description of Conservation Easements
The Land Trust Alliance (lta.org) provides the following description of
conservation easements:
In the 5 years between 2000 and 2005, the amount of land protected by
local and state land trusts using easements doubled to 6.2 million acres.
Landowners have found that conservation easements can be flexible tools, and
yet provide a permanent guarantee that the land won't ever be developed.
Conservation easements are used to protect all types of land, including
coastlines; farm and ranchland; historical or cultural landscapes; scenic views;
streams and rivers; trails; wetlands; wildlife areas; and working forests.
A conservation easement (or conservation restriction) is a legal
agreement between a landowner and a land trust or government agency that
permanently limits uses of the land in order to protect its conservation values. It
allows you to continue to own and use your land and to sell it or pass it on to
heirs.
When you donate a conservation easement to a land trust, you give up
some of the rights associated with the land. For example, you might give up the
right to build additional structures, while retaining the right to grow crops. Future
owners also will be bound by the easement's terms. The land trust is responsible
for making sure the easement's terms are followed.
Conservation easements offer great flexibility. An easement on property
containing rare wildlife habitat might prohibit any development, for example,
while one on a farm might allow continued farming and the building of additional
agricultural structures. An easement may apply to just a portion of the property,
and need not require public access.
A landowner sometimes sells a conservation easement, but usually
easements are donated. If the donation benefits the public by permanently
protecting important conservation resources and meets other federal tax code
requirements--it can qualify as a tax-deductible charitable donation. The amount
of the donation is the difference between the land's value with the easement and
its value without the easement.

6. Description of the Proposed Conservation Easement
A copy of the proposed conservation easement is attached (Appendix G). The
purpose of the easement is set forth in Section B of the easement, and provided here,
as well:
The Purpose of this Easement is to protect the agricultural soils, agricultural
viability, and agricultural productivity of the Property, and the other Agricultural
Values identified [herein] . . . in perpetuity. No activity which significantly impairs the
actual or potential use of the Property for agricultural production shall be permitted,
and protection and preservation of agricultural production shall be given first priority
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in this Easement. To the extent that the preservation and protection of the other
Agricultural Values of the Property referenced above may be accomplished without
impairing the primary purpose of protecting the agricultural soils, agricultural
viability, and agricultural productivity of the Property in perpetuity, it is also the
purpose of this Easement to protect those other Agricultural Values of the Property,
and to such extent, no activity which shall significantly impair those additional
Agricultural Values of the Property shall be permitted.

To maintain arable agricultural lands, the easement provides specific limitations
on further hardening of the surface area by buildings or other manmade structures, and
limits such structures to two identified building envelopes within the Conservation
Property. These two building envelopes may be seen in Figure 2.1 of the Draft Baseline
Report (Appendix A).
Among other things, the easement identifies the remaining rights of the land
owner, identifies permitted agricultural activities and prohibited activities, provides the
ability of the co-holders of the easement (ADC and NRCS) to enforce the terms of the
easement, and specifies limitations on the types of dwellings that may be built and who
may live in such dwellings.

7. Description of Co-Holder, ADC
ADC will be one of the two co-holders responsible for monitoring and enforcing
the terms of the conservation easement that will encumber the Conservation Property.
The ADC was formed in 1994 to facilitate and provide direction for the transition of
Hawaii's agriculture industry from a dominance of sugar and pineapple to one
composed of a diversity of different crops.
The mission of the ADC is to provide leadership and advocacy for the conversion
of agribusiness into a dynamic growth industry through the use of financial and other
tools enabled by the founding legislation for the pursuit of specific projects to achieve
the legislative objectives.
Its main objectives are:
•

To facilitate in the orderly transition of existing agribusiness resources of land, water and
infrastructure as they become available;

•

To focus on specific marketing analysis for ADC identified projects and to utilize
complementary marketing resources of related agencies;

•

To provide the leadership for the development, financing, improvement, or enhancement
of agribusiness enterprises;

•

To participate in county, state, and federal legislative initiatives to fulfill the purposes of
the ADC.

Since its inception, ADC has participated in a variety of projects pairing qualified
farmers with landowners and providing assistance to both parties to ensure the success
of such a partnership. ADC currently is actively pursuing projects on all the main islands
of Hawaii, some with statewide implications.
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8. Description of Co-Holder, NRCS
NRCS (through the U.S. Commodity Credit Corporation) will be a co-holder with
ADC, and will be responsible for monitoring and enforcing the terms of the conservation
easement that will encumber the Conservation Property. Since 1935, the NRCS
(originally called the Soil Conservation Service) has provided leadership in a partnership
effort to help America's private land owners and managers conserve their soil, water,
and other natural resources.
NRCS employees provide technical assistance based on sound science and
suited to a customer's specific needs. NRCS provides financial assistance for many
conservation activities. Participation in its programs is voluntary.
NRCS's Conservation Technical Assistance (CTA) program provides voluntary
conservation technical assistance to land-users, communities, units of state and local
government, and other Federal agencies in planning and implementing conservation
systems.
•

NRCS reaches out to all segments of the agricultural community, including underserved
and socially disadvantaged farmers and ranchers, to ensure that our programs and
services are accessible to everyone.

•

NRCS manages natural resource conservation programs that provide environmental,
societal, financial, and technical benefits.

•

NRCS's science and technology activities provide technical expertise in such areas as
animal husbandry and clean water, ecological sciences, engineering, resource
economics, and social sciences.

•

NRCS provides expertise in soil science and leadership for soil surveys and for the
National Resources Inventory, which assesses natural resource conditions and trends in
the United States.

•

NRCS provides technical assistance to foreign governments, and participates in
international scientific and technical exchanges.

9. Description of Selection Process for the Conservation Property
In 2006, HARC and ADC agreed to seek funding to purchase a conservation
easement over the Conservation Property. Their agreement is memorialized in an
“Option to Purchase, and Purchase Agreement of Agricultural Land Preservation
Easement” (see Appendix D).
FRPP selection. Thereafter, ADC applied to NRCS for FRPP funds. On August
28, 2006, ADC and NRCS (through the U.S. Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC))
entered into a “Cooperative Agreement Between the [CCC] and the [ADC] for the
[FRPP]” (“Cooperative Agreement”). A copy of the Cooperative Agreement is attached
(Appendix E). In the Cooperative Agreement, CCC agreed to commit up to
$1,839,412.00 for purchase of the conservation easement, subject to other conditions,
including ADC matching, in cash, at least 25 percent of the appraised fair market value
of the conservation easement or 50 percent of the purchase price.
LLCP selection. ADC concurrently applied for LLCP funds. ADC’s application
was processed by DLNR and submitted to the Legacy Land Conservation Commission
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for review and recommendation to the BLNR. At its May 18, 2007 meeting, the LLCC
considered ADC’s application as well as other conservation applications. By a vote of
two to three (two abstaining due to conflicts), the LLCC declined to recommend the
ADC’s application to the BLNR. Those voting against recommendation of the project
expressed a preference for agricultural projects that were organic and that focused
solely on the production of food. The minutes of the meeting may be reviewed at:
http://www.state.hi.us/dlnr/dofaw/llcp/llcc%20min&agenda/llcc%20minutes%205-1807%20-%20approved.pdf.
The LLCC’s recommendation list, as well as all other applications, including
ADC’s, was thereafter submitted to the BLNR for review. BLNR met to make the final
binding decision on June 8, 2007. Paul Conry, Administrator for DLNR’s Division of
Forestry and Wildlife made a report about the LLCP program and noted the LLCC made
a priority list based on review of eleven proposals. Conry noted the LLCC “had concerns
with the [ADC] project supporting genetically modified crops and research geared
toward large industrial agricultural uses [and the LLCP] therefore recommended against
funding this project.” Conry explained that subsequent to the LLCC vote, DLNR
conferred with other agencies with respect to LLCC’s recommendation list, including the
Legislature, the Speaker of the House, the Senate President and the land chairs of the
legislature. Conry reported what DLNR learned during this agency consultation:
The Legislature did not concur with the [LLCC’s] recommendation of not funding
the ADC request on the agricultural easement in Kunia. [The Legislature’s
members] recognize the enormous pressure on agricultural lands. The [$]1.1
million is specifically earmarked for funding these agricultural conservation
easements under the [FRPP]. [DLNR] Staff recommends the [BLNR] fund this
project.

Additional discussion among the BLNR members and testimony by HARC, ADC, and
other agency representatives followed Mr. Conry’s report. Thereafter, BLNR
unanimously approved an amended slate of LLCP recipients, including ADC. The BLNR
resolution for ADC read as follows:
On behalf of [ADC], approve the Division’s recommendation to award funds to
acquire the following property and encumber funds, under the FY07 LLCP ceiling,
from the LCF for the following project:
Project 7. [ADC], for $1.1 million, to acquire a 108.217-acre agricultural
easement across land in Kunia, on the Island of Oahu, from [HARC];
Subject to the normal process and procedures for the acquisition of lands by the
State.
The pertinent excerpts from the BLNR June 8, 2007 minutes are attached (Appendix C).
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C. DESCRIPTION OF THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
1. Project Location and Nearby Development
The Conservation Property is located at Kunia in the south central portion of
Oahu. Royal Kunia and Waipahu are to the east and southeast. Ewa and Kapolei are to
the south and southwest. Makakilo is to west and central Oahu is to the north.
The primary roadway in the area is the H-1 Freeway, which generally travels in
an east-west direction providing access to Honolulu (22 +/- miles to driving distance to
the southeast) and to Ewa and Leeward Oahu to the west. Kunia Road is also a major
thoroughfare traveling in a north to south direction intersecting with the H-1 Freeway.
The Conservation Property is located at the corner of Kunia Road and the H-1 Freeway
on the fringe of urban development.
Waipahu Town originally developed as a plantation town associated with
sugarcane cultivation. The town includes commercial development, strip fashion, along
Farrington Highway, industrial development south of the highway and residential
development to the north. The area is substantially built out with a small amount of
vacant land available for new development.
Royal Kunia, mauka of the H-1 Freeway and Waipahu Town and directly across
Kunia Road from the subject, is under development with 3,750 homes, 2 golf courses, a
123 acre light industrial park and a 150 acre agricultural park. This master planned
community has been under active development for 15+ years with additional land yet to
built out. A neighborhood shopping center that is part of the development is located
directly across Kunia Road from the subject.
The Ewa Plain, southwest of the subject, is often referred to as Oahu’s “Second
City” as it is the focus of future population growth and urban development for Oahu.
Due to existing development and geographic constraints, there are no other significant
land areas available for such development. The success to date of the development is
the result of the combined efforts Campbell Estate (seller of Conservation Property), the
State of Hawaii and the County. The State and County have designated the area the
focus of future development and Campbell Estate has aggressively accommodated
these plans. Over the years, Campbell Estate has sold off landholdings for other
residential development including West Loch Estates, Villages of Kapolei, Ocean Pointe
and Ewa by Gentry. Campbell Estate is currently offering for sale agricultural
landholdings in the subject vicinity.
Makakilo (west of the Conservation Property) is a residential-planned community
located on the hillside above the Ewa Plain. The development includes condominiums
and single-family houses occupied by 12,000+ residents. Zoning and planning
approvals have been obtained for additional units.
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2. Property Description
a.

TOPOGRAPHY, IRRIGATION AND AGRICULTURE ACTIVITIES

The topography of the Property is predominantly gently sloping in a makai
(ocean), or southerly direction, but with some steeply sloping portions. Elevation ranges
from approximately 225 feet to 335 feet above sea level.
The Property is irrigated by surface water from a ditch system managed by the
Agribusiness Development Corporation, a quasi-state organization formed to facilitate
the conversion of lands formerly in large scale corporate farming to smaller diversified
operations.
There are more than 85 acres of Prime and Unique Farmlands as identified by
the NRCS in the soil survey, referred to above (see soils section in this EA, Section 3,
for further description). Some land of lesser soil quality (located predominantly in the
center of the Property) provides natural drainage for the Property or is the site of
existing improvements and structures. All of the high quality farm land on the
Conservation Property are used for various crops, including, currently, papaya, coffee,
cacao, corn and sugarcane.
Lower quality soil areas are reserved for related agricultural improvements,
including: irrigation lines; a multipurpose agricultural building for minor sorting,
processing; structures for farm engineering and testing; equipment, tool and vehicle
storage and maintenance sheds, chemical storage and workshop sheds; a farm house
and field office; and, dirt or paved roads used to access the fields and improvements.
The existing structures all lie within “Farm Building Envelope Two” shown in Figure 2.1
of the Draft Baseline Report (Appendix A).

b.

PAST USES AND ACTIVITIES OF CURRENT OWNER

Until recently, Campbell Estate was the owner of this Property as well as several
thousand acres of adjacent farm lands in the Kunia plain. These lands were used
historically for sugarcane and pineapple cultivation but more recently for vegetable
production and seed crops. Campbell Estate has rented the Conservation Property to
HARC for about 50 years.
HARC is a 112 year old private organization that is engaged in the production of
coffee, cacao, vegetable crops, tropical fruits, sugarcane, hardwoods and many other
diversified crops. Its mission is to maintain, improve, and advance agricultural
production and to support the development of a diverse agricultural sector for Hawaii in
general. HARC purchased the Conservation Property in 2006.

c.

CURRENT LAND USE DESIGNATIONS

Hawaii State Land Use District. The Conservation Property is located within the
“Agricultural” State Land Use District, as defined by Hawaii Revised Statutes (“HRS”)
Chapter 205. HRS section 205-4.5 (supp. 2005) delineates uses on Agricultural lands
based on the Hawaii Land Study Bureau’s Detailed Land Classification, which provides
“overall (master) productivity rating” for soils ranging from class A or B (best soils) to
soils classified as C, D, E, or U. Uses permitted of right (without requiring discretionary
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approval) for class A or B soils include the following generalized uses: (1) cultivation of
various crops, including orchards, forage, and timber; (2) game and fish propagation; (3)
raising of various kinds of livestock; (4) farm structures, such as farm dwellings,
employee housing, and farm buildings; (5) public buildings necessary for agriculture; (6)
public and private open area types of recreational uses, but not including dragstrips,
airports, drive-in theaters, golf courses, golf driving ranges, country clubs, and overnight
camps; (7) public and private utility lines and roadways, transformer stations,
communications equipment buildings, solid waste transfer stations, major water storage
tanks and related water infrastructure; (8) retention and maintenance of historic
buildings and sites; (9) roadside stands for the sale of agricultural products grown on
the premises; (10) buildings and uses that are considered directly accessory to the
above uses, including mills, storage, and processing facilities, maintenance facilities,
vehicle and equipment storage areas; (11) agricultural parks; (12) agricultural tourism
conducted on a working farm or farming operation; and (13) wind energy facilities and
associated improvements, provided it is compatible with agriculture uses and causes
minimal adverse impact on the agricultural land. HRS Chapter 205 also permits
Agricultural lands to be subdivided into one-acre lots, unless county zoning is more
restrictive.
Hawaii Coastal Zone Management Act. The Conservation Property is not located
within the Special Management Area, as defined by the Hawaii Coastal Zone
Management Act (“CZMA”), HRS Chapter 205A.
City and County of Honolulu General Plan. The Oahu Community Plan
establishes the objective of maintaining the viability of agriculture on Oahu. The Plan
identifies eight policies to carry out the objective: (1) Assist the agricultural industry to
ensure the continuation of agriculture as an important source of income and
employment; (2) support agricultural diversification in all agricultural areas on Oahu; (3)
support the development of markets for local products, particularly those with the
potential for economic growth; (4) provide sufficient agricultural land in Ewa, Central
Oahu, and the North Shore to encourage the continuation of sugar and pineapple as
viable industries; (5) maintain agricultural land along the Windward, North Shore, and
Waianae coasts for truck fanning, flower growing, aquaculture, livestock production, and
other types of diversified agriculture; (6) encourage the more intensive use of productive
agricultural land; (7) encourage the use of more efficient production practices by
agriculture, including the efficient use of water; and (8) encourage the more efficient use
of non potable water for agricultural use.
Community Plans. The Conservation Property lies within the Ewa Community
Plan but also abuts the Central Oahu Community Plan. Kunia road acts as the boundary
between the two plans. Both refer to the importance of this property for agriculture.
Section 2.2.1 of the Ewa Community Plan explains that “The Urban Growth Boundary
for Ewa was drawn to give long-range protection from urbanization for over 3,000 acres
of prime agricultural land and for preservation of open space while providing adequate
land for urban development in Ewa for the foreseeable future. . . . The same section
explains that “The Urban Growth Boundary protects prime agricultural lands along
Kunia Road from urban development for the foreseeable future, providing an incentive
for landowners to give long term leases to farmers. No proposals
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for urban uses will be considered outside the Urban Growth Boundary.”
Section 2.2.2 of the Ewa Community Plan (“Retention Of Agricultural Lands”)
describes not only the importance of the agricultural lands along Kunia road but also
their vulnerability to development:
The closure of the Oahu Sugar Company in 1995 raised serious questions about
how thousands of acres of former sugar lands in Ewa should be used in the
future. The Ewa Development Plan protects the highest value prime agricultural
lands in Ewa from urban development. . . . State agencies indicated that these
prime agricultural lands should have the highest priority for retention of all the
prime agricultural lands in Ewa. These 3,000 acres have been rated, in the most
authoritative studies, as potentially among the most productive lands for
diversified agriculture in the State. The State Department of Agriculture's
November 1977 study, Agricultural Lands of Importance to the State of Hawaii
(Revised), indicates that the Kunia lands and a portion of the Magazine lands are
"prime" agricultural lands which generally produce the largest yields and the best
quality crops for the least expenditure of energy. The University of Hawaii Land
Study Bureau's December 1972 bulletin, Detailed Land Classification -Island of
Oahu, rated productive capacity of the Kunia lands as either A or B and the
Magazine lands as B or C (An A rating was given to the highest productivity
lands and E was given to the lowest.) These prime agricultural lands have
unique advantages in weather, soil productivity, infrastructure, water availability
from the Waiahole Ditch, and access to the local markets of Honolulu and to
export markets through Honolulu International Airport. Successful agricultural
operations are currently being pursued on the former sugar lands in the Kunia
area, including vegetables, melons, and other truck crops. In addition, the
[HARC] Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association research facility at the corner of H1 and Kunia Road is conducting studies on vegetable crops and forage to help
diversified agricultural activities in the area. . . . [Emphasis added]

County Zoning. The Conservation Property is zoned “AG-1” “Agriculture
Restricted” under the Honolulu Land Use Ordinance (“LUO”). Section 21-3.50 of the
LUO provides:
The purpose of the [Honolulu] agricultural districts is to maintain a strong
agricultural economic base, to prevent unnecessary conflicts among
incompatible uses, to minimize the cost of providing public improvements and
services and to manage the rate and location of physical development consistent
with the city's adopted land use policies. To promote the viability and economic
feasibility of an existing agricultural operation, accessory agribusiness activities
may be permitted on the same site as an adjunct to agricultural uses. These
accessory activities must be compatible with the on-site agricultural operation
and surrounding land uses.

Section 21-3.50(b) of the LUO, which addresses uses on lands zoned AG-1, provides:
The intent of the AG-1 restricted agricultural district is to conserve and protect
important agricultural lands for the performance of agricultural functions by
permitting only those uses which perpetuate the retention of these lands in the
production of food, feed, forage, fiber crops and horticultural plants. Only accessory
agribusiness activities which meet the above intent shall be permitted in this district.
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The Master Use Table of the LUO provides for the following permitted uses in the AG-1
districts: aquaculture, crop production, forestry, open land, livestock grazing, minor
livestock production, livestock veterinary services, and public uses and structures.
Subject to meeting specific use development standards, set forth in the LUO, other uses
are permitted in the AG-1 district, including the following: minor agricultural products
processing, centralized storage of agriculture products, minor composting, agricultural
machinery sales and service, sawmills, seed, feed and fertilizer storage, major livestock
production, farm dwellings, and certain utility installations. Upon meeting certain
requirements, section 21-3.50-1, 2 and 3 of the LUO permits the clustering of farm
dwellings, including detached, duplex or multifamily farm dwellings to “promote economy
of services and utilities and the most efficient use of the remainder area for agricultural
pursuits.”

3. Soils
As set forth in the Draft Baseline Report (Appendix A), the Conservation
Property’s soils are part of the Lulalualei-Fill Land-Ewa Association, which are deep,
nearly level to moderately sloping, well drained soils that have a fine texture or
moderately fine texture subsoil (USDA 1972). Soils onsite have been classified as part
of the Molokai Series. These soils have been described as well drained soils found on
uplands that formed in material from basic igneous rock; they are nearly level to
moderately steep, with runoff being medium and erosion hazard as high. The Molokai
Series soil classified onsite are listed below:
•

Molokai Silty Clay Loam (MuB) with 3 to 7 percent slopes; and

•

Molokai Silty Clay Loam (MuC) with 7 to 15 percent slopes.

As determined by a soil survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service (“NRCS”), a majority of the Conservation
Property is considered to be either “Prime Farmland” or “Unique Farmland.” “Prime
Farmland” means land that has the best combination of physical and chemical
characteristics for producing food, feed, fiber, forage, oilseed, and other agricultural
crops with minimum inputs of fuel, fertilizer, pesticides, and labor, without intolerable soil
erosion (7 CFR § 1491.3). “Unique Farmland” means land other than prime farmland
that is used for the production of specific high-value food and fiber crops. It has the
special combination of soil quality, location, growing season, and moisture supply
needed to economically produce sustained high quality or high yields of specific crops
when treated and managed according to acceptable farming methods (7 CFR §
1491.3).
Additional information regarding the Conservation Property’s soil rating is in the
NRCS Preliminary Technical Determination (Appendix B).
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4. Biological Resources
a.

AQUATIC FEATURES

There are no aquatic features. See the NRCS Preliminary Technical
Determination (Appendix B), providing that the Conservation Property includes no
wetlands.

b.

FLORA

Current crops at the Conservation Property include papaya, coffee, cacao, corn
and sugarcane. Little of the property is in a natural state and no noteworthy endemic
plants or trees are present on the property.

c.

FAUNA

No noteworthy endemic insects or animals are present on the Conservation
Property.

5. Cultural and Social Resources
a.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The Conservation Property and surrounding properties have all been farmed
historically. There are no known historical or archaeological sites on the Conservation
Property. Japanese American WWII internment camp preservation sites are located
near the Conservation Property in Honouliuli, west of Kunia Road and mauka of the
present-day H-1 freeway. The Honouliuli Preserve owned by The Nature Conservancy
is located mauka of the Conservation Property.

b.

SENSITIVE AND SIGNIFICANT AREAS

There are no environmentally sensitive areas. However, there are important
drainage areas that will be left unfarmed and unfilled.

c.

CULTURAL FEATURES AND PRACTICES

HARC, formerly the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, came into existence in
1880. HARC has leased and farmed the Conservation Property over 50 years.
Recently, HARC was able to purchase the Conservation Property from Campbell
Estate. The Conservation Property is part of a larger section of high quality agricultural
lands used traditionally for farming. The purpose of the conservation easement is to
ensure a continuation of this tradition, despite the changing land use practices and
development pressures in the Kunia area.

6. Economic Resources
The purpose of the conservation easement is to ensure the perpetual protection
of the agricultural lands on the Conservation Property. This, in turn, protects agriculture,
which remains an important agricultural resource in Hawaii. The following information
regarding the importance of agriculture is from the Hawaii Department of Agriculture
website:
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Agriculture has always had a special place in Hawaii history and continues to be
an important industry, generating $2.9 billion to the state's annual economy and
directly and indirectly providing 42,000 jobs.
Historically, the ancient Polynesian voyagers traveled to Hawaii, bringing with
them plants such as taro, bananas and other staples to sustain themselves.
Hawaii agriculture began with small farms covering the islands, growing
everything from sweet potato to rice. Fishponds were created along the coasts to
raise fish and other seafood.
The plantation era witnessed the boom decades of the sugar and pineapple
industries, expanding over thousands of acres of prime agricultural lands. Fields
of green spread far and wide, contributing to the lush scenery that made the
islands so attractive to visitors.
Now, with the decline of the sugar industry, these agricultural lands are returning
to a new era of small farms growing diversified agricultural products. Crops such
as specialty exotic fruits, coffee, macadamia nuts, flowers and foliage not only
provide fresh produce and flowers to Hawaii's markets, but also have become
major exports to destinations around the world. The early fishponds have
evolved into high-tech aquaculture ventures, farming from the sea sumptuous
varieties of fish, shrimp, lobster, abalone, and seaweed.
"Grown in Hawaii" exports have gained recognition in foreign and domestic
markets and have become synonymous with premium quality delicacies. The
lure of Hawaii and the reputation of our products have led to the exportation of a
host of fresh and manufactured products to markets and stores abroad,
especially in Canada and Japan.
Increased efforts to expand the market for Hawaii's agricultural products are also
progressing in unique ways. The development of Hawaii Regional Cuisine, a
blending of the flavors of East and West, utilizes fresh island products, including
fresh fish and seafood, tropical fruits and vegetables in new combinations.
How important is Hawaii's agriculture today? Aside from the obvious benefits of
providing food and jobs, agriculture also plays a major role in preserving
Hawaii's precious green space. As urban sprawl encroaches onto rural areas,
Hawaii agriculture keeps our islands lush and vibrant.
Hawaii's leading industry, tourism, also depends on agriculture. Each year,
millions of visitors from around the globe travel to our state with the great
expectation of viewing spectacular landscapes of green vegetation. Trends in the
travel industry also show an increasing interest in eco-tourism, farm tours and
cultural experiences; attractions that are all agriculturally based.
Agriculture in Hawaii is evolving as economic and social factors change here and
globally. The future of local agriculture remains full of economic potential.
Therefore, support for Hawaii agriculture has never been more important than at
present.
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D. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF PROPOSED ACTION; PLANNED
MITIGATION MEASURES
1. Impacts on Physical Resources
a.

SOIL

The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) will assure the
perpetual protection of the high quality agricultural soils found on the Conservation
Property.
b. WATER QUALITY
The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) will have no
negative impact on water quality but may lead to positive benefits, as any owners of the
Conservation Property will be required to follow NRCS conservation guidelines,
including such measures as reducing runoff.

2. Impacts on Biological Resources
The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) will have no
negative impact on biological resources.

3. Impacts on Cultural and Social Resources
The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) will have no
negative impact on historic, archaeological or cultural resources. It will provide positive
benefits by assuring the preservation and continued use of the property for agricultural
uses.

4. Impacts on Economic Resources
Per the discussion above, the proposed action (purchasing the conservation
easement), will indirectly benefit Hawaii’s important agricultural economy by assuring
the availability, for perpetuity, of land for agricultural uses.

E. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION
1. No Action Alternative
If the ADC does not purchase the conservation easement, there is the risk that
the land could be rezoned in future years to a different use, including non-agricultural
uses. In such event, it is possible that portions, or most of property, could be developed
-- like much of the nearby areas, in which case, there would be little likelihood that the
land would ever be returned to farming.
Even if the zoning did not change, current agricultural laws do not sufficiently
protect the arable lands from substantial development. In addition, the land, even if not
fully developed, could move away from legitimate agricultural uses (e.g., being used as
a “gentleman’s estate”). Or, under current zoning, it is possible the land could be further
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subdivided, thereby losing the opportunity for larger scale, more financially efficient,
farming.
Therefore, the “no action” alternative leaves the Conservation Property at risk to
the development pressures (shopping areas, residential uses) that have affected lands
directly across the street from the property. Moreover, the significant matching funds
offered by NRCS would be forfeited if ADC does not purchase the conservation
easement.

2. Alternative Properties
There is the question whether ADC could consider alternative properties for
protection and preservation. In this case an alternative does not exist. NRCS identified
the Conservation Property as a property in Hawaii worthy of funding under the FRPP
program during fiscal year 2007. ADC agreed to assist in obtaining matching funds, so
that the conservation easement project could be completed. Other alternative properties
could also be attractive but not for fiscal year 2007 because they were not selected by
NRCS under the FRPP process. Therefore, there are no alternative properties for the
fiscal year 2007 under the FRPP process.

F. DETERMINATION
1. The proposed project does not involve irrevocable commitment
to loss or destruction of any natural or cultural resource.
Rather, the proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement), assures
that a cultural resource (agricultural lands) are protected from irrevocable commitment
or loss.

2. The proposed project does not curtail the range of beneficial
uses of the environment.
Based on current Hawaii zoning, the best use of the Conservation Property is for
agriculture. NRCS has evaluated the property and agrees. The proposed action
(purchasing the conservation easement) provides perpetual protection of the beneficial
uses of the Conservation Property.

3. The proposed project does not conflict with the state’s longterm environmental policies or goals and guidelines as
expressed in Chapter 344, HRS, and any revisions thereof and
amendments thereto, court decisions, or executive orders.
Among the policies enunciated in Section 344-3 is the following:
Conserve the natural resources, so that land, water, mineral, visual, air and other
natural resources are protected by controlling pollution, by preserving or
augmenting natural resources, and by safeguarding the State’s unique natural
environmental characteristics in a manner which will foster and promote the
general welfare, create and maintain conditions under which humanity and
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nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other
requirements of the people of Hawaii.

Among the economic development guidelines enunciated in Section 344-4 is the
following: “Promote and foster the agricultural industry of the State; and preserve and
conserve productive agricultural lands.”
The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) is consistent with
and furthers the policies set forth in Chapter 344, HRS.

4. The proposed project does substantially affect the economic or
social welfare of the community or state.
Any economic or social impacts from the proposed action (purchasing the
conservation easement), are positive rather than negative.

5. The proposed project does not substantially affect public
health.
There are no negative impacts to the public health from the proposed action. The
proposed action instead benefits public health by directly furthering the state’s long term
environmental policies and guidelines.

6. The proposed project does not involve substantial secondary
impacts; such as population changes or effects on public
facilities.
No secondary impacts, such as population changes or effects on public facilities
will occur from the proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement).

7. The proposed project does not involve a substantial
degradation of environmental quality.
Rather, the proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) benefits the
environment by preserving agricultural lands and open space by restricting, in
perpetuity, development of the Conservation Property.

8. The proposed project does not have considerable cumulative
adverse effects.
There are no cumulative adverse effects from the proposed action.

9. The proposed project does not substantially affect a rare,
threatened, or endangered species, or its habitat.
The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) will not affect any
rare, threatened or endangered species or habitat.
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10. The proposed project does not detrimentally affect air or water
quality or ambient noise levels.
There will be no negative impacts to air, water or ambient noise levels from the
proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement).

11. The proposed project does not affect scenic vistas or viewplanes identified in county or state plans or studies.
No important scenic vistas or view planes are affected. However, the proposed
action (purchasing the conservation easement), will nonetheless mean protection of
open space agricultural lands, which are generally considered a scenic amenity.

12. The proposed project does not require substantial energy
consumption.
The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) involves no energy
consumption.

13. The proposed development will not adversely impact the social,
cultural, economic, environmental, and ecological character
and quality of the area.
The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) will maintain the
character of the area.

G. CONCLUSION
The proposed action (purchasing the conservation easement) will not cause a
significant environmental or social impact.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This Baseline Report documents the current condition of an agriculture parcel (“the Property”)
located in Kunia, Oahu, Hawaii, further described below, and identified in Figures 1-1 through 15, for the purpose of a conservation easement, further described below. This Baseline Report
establishes the baseline condition and uses of the property for future reference and monitoring of
and enforcement of the conservation easement. Among other things, this Report describes the
buildings, utilities, roads, boundaries and uses of the property. This Report follows guidance
presented from The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS), (http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/programs/frpp 2007) and other
conservancy programs (Thorton 1998).
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2.0
2.1

SITE INFORMATION
PROPERTY LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The Property is approximately 108.217 acres in size and is located on the northeast corner of the
intersection of the H1-Interstate Freeway and Kunia Road (Figure 1-1). The Property is part of a
larger parcel of approximately of 389.768 acres in size designated as Lot 16246, shown on Map
1276, filed in the Office of the Assistant Registrar of the Land Court of the State of Hawaii with
Land Court Application No. 1069, situate at Honouliuli, Ewa, City and County of Honolulu,
State of Hawaii, bearing tax key designation (1) 9-2-1-11 (“Lot 16246”). The Property is
represented on aerial images, topographic and other maps in Figures 1-2 through 1-5. Figure 1-3
is a survey map delineating the Property to be encumbered by the conservation easement from
the remainder of Lot 16246.
2.2

IDENTIFICATION OF GRANTORS, GRANTEES AND INTERESTED PARTIES

Grantors: The grantors of the conservation easement are the current land owners. The Property is
part of a larger parcel which is currently co-owned by Hawaii Agriculture Research Center
(HARC) and Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (“Pioneer”) as tenants in common. Pursuant to a
tenants in common agreement, HARC occupies and controls the Property, while Pioneer
occupies and controls the remainder of Lot 16246. Both HARC and Pioneer will be grantors of
the conservation easement.
Grantees: The Hawaii Agribusiness Development Corporation (ADC) is purchasing the
conservation easement from HARC using grant funds provided by the Hawaii Legacy Land
Conservation Program (“LLCP”) and the U.S. Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program
(“FRPP”). The U.S. Commodity Credit Corporation, through Natural Resources Conservation
Service (“NRCS”), is the administrator of the FRPP program, and will be a co-grantee.
Interested Party: The Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources (“DLNR”) is the
administrator of the LLCP, and, as such, is an interested party but not a co-grantee.
2.3

BACKGROUND

The Property is currently utilized by HARC for agricultural research. The remainder of Lot
16246 is also used for agricultural purposes by Pioneer. However, suburban and commercial
development has occurred to the east of the site.
Representatives from HARC (Mr. Lance Santo, Mr. Blake Vance) have indicated that HARC has
been onsite for approximately 40 to 50 years, leasing the property from the James Campbell
Company. In 2006, HARC purchased the property.
HARC, (formerly the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association) is a private, non-profit 501c
organization and performs research in forestry, coffee, forage, vegetable crops, tropical fruits,
diversified crops and sugarcane. HARC maintains its laboratories and administrative offices at
the Robert L. Cushing Building in Aiea, Hawaii, and also has field substations on Oahu, Kauai
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and Maui (http://www.hawaiiag.org/harc/index.htm, 2007). HARC plans on re-locating its
laboratory and offices to the site, as well as continuing to perform agricultural research there.
2.4

TYPE OF EASEMENT

The Property is intended to be encumbered by a conservation easement that will limit
development to two building envelopes and assure that the best agricultural soils on the Property
remain available, in perpetuity, for agricultural production (collectively “the Conservation
Purposes”). The focus of this Baseline Report is to report on conditions of the property that
would be relevant to the Conservation Purposes.
2.5

SITE VISIT

A site visit was conducted on November 15, 2007. Representatives from ADC (Ms. Lynn
Owan), the State of Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources, Land Division (Mr. Ian
Hirokawa), HARC (Mr. Blake Vance and Mr. Lance Santo) and ADC subcontractor TEC Inc.
(Ms. Nicole Griffin) met at the HARC field office. A site map showing the building envelopes
(Figure 2-1), background information, and site data were provided by Mr. Vance and Mr. Santo.
Mr. Vance and Mr. Santo explained the research and uses of the site, including sub-leasing the
Multi-purpose Building and lands directly south of it to Pioneer. This is a temporary
arrangement, which will be concluded when Pioneer has established its facilities; this is expected
to occur in the near future. The following current site information was given:
•

Utilities – The site is generally accessed by an asphaltic paved access road opposite
Kupuna Loop along Kunia Road. Access to this road is controlled with a metal gate, and
the road is also bordered by croton hedge. An abandoned irrigation line borders the north
and south portions of the road. Other utilities include a one-inch potable water line
supplied from the Honolulu Board of Water Supply, electricity supplied from Hawaiian
Electric Company and telephone service supplied by Hawaiian Telcom. The building
envelope also contains three cesspools (located near the office, the multi-purpose
building and just north of the tractor shed). One underground storage tank (UST) with a
pump dispenser was located on the eastern side of the Tractor Building. Most of these
utilities are concentrated within the building envelope, and run along the access road.
Irrigation water is supplied from water from Waiahole Ditch; this pipeline runs along
Kunia Road and enters the site near the northwest corner. Irrigation water is distributed
about the site through lateral lines and hoses.

•

Buildings – Two designated building envelopes exist for the site. The current building
envelope is located near the center of the site and contains several structures. On the
north side of the access road, the building envelope contains a weather station area,
caretakers house and carport, the HARC office, parking lot, and approximately 5 outbuildings/sheds including the tractor building. South of the access road, is the large
Multi-purpose Building, and at least two other semi-permanent sheds. South of the multipurpose building is a fenced plant quarantine area, and other semi-permanent green-house
structures. One above-ground storage tank (AST) containing gasoline, on a concrete pad
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was also located along the green houses. The planned HARC building is projected to be
built along the northern side of the access road, near the gate.
•

A drainage/dry creek extends from the north to the south through the site; the area
directly west of the Tractor Building is sometimes used as a drainage.

•

There are no significant historical or archaeological features remaining onsite.

•

There are no significant noxious weed areas onsite.

•

There are no significant native plant areas onsite.

The site is extensively used for agricultural research. Current uses include (north) cover crops
like wheat, oat and sun hemp; (west ) sugar cane and papaya, (central) cacao, neem, coffee;
(east) coffee and sugar cane; (south) sorghum. Portions of the drainages have erosion control
grasses (vetvibra) planted, and the north boundary has jackfruit, avocado and bamboo test areas
planted. The site is not completely covered with crops, several fallow areas exist, and crops have
been and will likely be in rotation or changed.
The boundary of the site is protected by soil berms (north, west and south), or by dry rock lava
walls (east – along Kunia Road). The topography of the site slopes downward to the south; the
site generally has three main terraces that are protected by soil berms. A large lava rock wall
exists on the northern side of the drainage to the west of the tractor building. The southern
portion of the site has a crushed coral road; the road terminates to the east at a metal pole gate
and lava rock wall, while the western portion terminates at a pole gate that opens to the adjacent
farm. The southern boundary of the site abuts the H-1 Interstate Freeway Interchange; scrub
vegetation including grasses, trees and bushes exist there.
After discussing the uses of the site, a tour was given. The entire site is accessible from foot and
four-wheel drive, and was viewed by the meeting participants from a four-wheel drive vehicle.
2.6

SOILS

The soils onsite are part of the Lulalualei-Fill Land-Ewa Association, which are deep, nearly
level to moderately sloping, well drained soils that have a fine texture or moderately fine texture
subsoil (USDA 1972). Soils onsite have been classified as part of the Molokai Series. These soils
have been described as well drained soils found on uplands that formed in material from basic
igneous rock; they are nearly level to moderately steep, with runoff being medium and erosion
hazard as high. Nonetheless, NRCS determined in May 2005 that the pertinent fields"... are not
highly erodible ...". The Molokai Series soil classified onsite are listed below (USDA 1972):
•

Molokai Silty Clay Loam (MuB) with 3 to 7 percent slopes; and

•

Molokai Silty Clay Loam (MuC) with 7 to 15 percent slopes.
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3.0

DATA

After the tour was completed, data for the site, including photo-documentation and Global
Positioning System (GPS) points were collected. Thirty-nine points were collected to document
the current conditions of the site. The points include delineation of accessible portions of the
property line, the access road, and buildings (southeastern corner of each feature was measured,
unless otherwise noted). The photo-documentation is presented in Appendix A. Each photo is
keyed to a GPS point found in Table 3-1, and also shown on Figure 3-1. The GPS points were
collected with a Garmin GPSMAP 76 hand-held GPS unit, with accuracy in the 1-meter range.
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Table 3-1: GPS Points and Descriptions
Map
Key

Type,

1

WAYPOINT,063,21.38805958,-158.03453953 15-NOV-07

2

WAYPOINT,064,21.38791172,-158.03445102, 15-NOV-07 Entrance at Kunia Road, Rock Wall, South Side

3

WAYPOINT,065,21.38760150,-158.03519458, 15-NOV-07 Access Road, First Southern Turn-off

4

WAYPOINT,066,21.38713975,-158.03567184, 15-NOV-07 Weather Station, Southeastern Corner of Fence

5

WAYPOINT,067,21.38697345,-158.03578206, 15-NOV-07 Weather Station, Southwestern Corner of Fence

6

WAYPOINT,068,21.38738165,-158.03539423, 15-NOV-07 Access Road, Second Southern Turn-off

7

WAYPOINT,069,21.38677471,-158.03595146, 15-NOV-07 Caretakers House

8

WAYPOINT,070,21.38659786,-158.03600594, 15-NOV-07 Caretakers Carport

9

WAYPOINT,071,21.38655988,-158.03625514, 15-NOV-07 HARC Office

10

WAYPOINT,072,21.38638420,-158.03620962, 15-NOV-07 HARC Parking Lot Entrance

11

WAYPOINT,073,21.38617650,-158.03639989, 15-NOV-07 Tractor Building

12

WAYPOINT,074,21.38606753,-158.03677532, 15-NOV-07 Storage/shop West of Tractor Building

13

WAYPOINT,075,21.38618127,-158.03682226, ,15-NOV-07 Lab/Bathroom Building

14

WAYPOINT,076,21.38618127,-158.03682226, 15-NOV-07

1

15

WAYPOINT,077,21.38618127,-158.03682226, 15-NOV-07

1

15

WAYPOINT,078,21.38623341,-158.03698855, 15-NOV-07 Northwestern Storage Shed

16

WAYPOINT,079,21.38624816,-158.03716809, 15-NOV-07 Northeast Corner of Drainage By Rock Wall

17

WAYPOINT,080,21.38615336,-158.03612052, 15-NOV-07

Id, Lat,

Long,

Date

Description
Entrance at Kunia Road, Metal Gate, North Side

2

Corrugated Shed West of Multi-purpose Bldg.
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Table 3-1: GPS Points and Descriptions

Map
Key

Type,

18

WAYPOINT,081,21.38657187,-158.03565323, 15-NOV-07, Multi-purpose Bldg.

19

WAYPOINT,082,21.38642007,-158.03555793, 15-NOV-07, Greenhouse

20

WAYPOINT,083,21.38604155,-158.03485410, 15-NOV-07 Temporary Greenhouse Area (SE Corner)

21

WAYPOINT,084,21.38580786,-158.03562398, 15-NOV-07 Temporary Greenhouse Area (SW Corner)

22

WAYPOINT,085,21.38555305,-158.03605841, 15-NOV-07 Quarantine Fence (SE Corner)

23

WAYPOINT,086,21.38539924,-158.03631524, 15-NOV-07 Quarantine Fence (SW Corner)

24

WAYPOINT,087,21.38576754,-158.03653275, 15-NOV-07 Quarantine Fence (NW Corner)

25

WAYPOINT,088,21.38582186,-158.03681186, 15-NOV-07, SE Point of Drainage

26

WAYPOINT,089,21.38504511,-158.03720162,15-NOV-07

27

WAYPOINT,090,21.38606938,-158.03749641, 15-NOV-07 NW Point of Drainage

28

WAYPOINT,091,21.38647288,-158.03796194, 15-NOV-07 Telephone Pole (1st on Straight Line off Bend)

29

WAYPOINT,092,21.38804616,-158.03946390, 15-NOV-07 Center Road, at North (Pioneer) Boundary

30

WAYPOINT,093,21.38896708,-158.03781124, 15-NOV-07 Drainage at North Boundary

31

WAYPOINT,094,21.39036929,-158.03561074, 15-NOV-07, Northeastern property boundary (interior)

32

WAYPOINT,095,21.38772212,-158.03954721, 15-NOV-07 Dog-leg in Northern Property Boundary

33

WAYPOINT,096,21.38717537,-158.04119677, 15-NOV-07 Northwestern corner of the property (interior)

34

WAYPOINT,097,21.38602780,-158.04088974, 15-NOV-07 Telephone pole easement Western Boundary Entry

Id, Lat,

Long,

Date

Description

SW Point of Drainage
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Table 3-1: GPS Points and Descriptions
Map
Key

Type,

35

WAYPOINT,098,21.38281167,-158.03922920, 15-NOV-07 Gate, 2nd Terrace, Western Property Boundary

36

WAYPOINT,099,21.38158623,-158.03836436, 15-NOV-07 SW Lower Terrace Road (inner)

37
38

WAYPOINT,100,21.38234312,-158.03706978, 15-NOV-07 Lower Terrace SE Bend in Road
WAYPOINT,101,21.38109120,-158.03857651, 15-NOV-07 SW Corner of Site at Gate (interior)

39

WAYPOINT,102,21.38211697,-158.03695855, 15-NOV-07 SE Bend in Coral Road (interior)

40

WAYPOINT,103,21.38472425,-158.03618708, 15-NOV-07 South Coral Road at Interior Road Gate

41

WAYPOINT,104,21.38559077,-158.03374367,15-NOV-07

Id, Lat,

Long,

Date

Description

SE Property Boundary at Coral Road, Kunia Gate

Notes:
Map Key = Location of Measurement and photo as noted on Figure 3-1
Type = GPS measurement point
ID = GPS Identification point
Lat. = Latitude
Long. = Longitude
*Each feature was measured from the Southeastern corner, unless otherwise noted.
1
Deleted Points
2
Measured from Northeast corner
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November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Points 1 and 2:
View south – site entrance at Kunia Road

Photo Map Key Point 3:
View northwest at first southern turn-off from access road.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Points 4 and 5:
View northwest of weather station.

Photo Map Key Point 6:
View south of second southern turnoff from access road.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Points 7 and 8:
View northwest of the caretaker’s house and carport.

Photo Map Key Point 9:
View northwest of the HARC office.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 10:
View northwest of the HARC parking lot entrance.
(Note – corner of HARC office at right.)

Photo Map Key Point 11:
View west of the tractor building.
(Note: crane and containers in center, lab/bathroom building on right).

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 12:
View northwest of the storage/shop west of tractor building.

Photo Map Key Point 13:
View northwest of the lab/bathroom building.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Log

Photo Map Key Point 15:
View west of the northwest storage shed, and rock wall by drainage.

Photo Map Key Points 17 and 18:
View east of the corrugated metal shed (located west of the multi-purpose bldg.)
and the multi-purpose bldg.

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 19:
View southwest of greenhouse.

Photo Map Key Points 20 and 21:
View southeast of the temporary greenhouse area.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Points 20 and 21:
View northeast of the temporary greenhouse area
(Note: gasoline AST and fertilizer drums).

Photo Map Key Points 21 and 23:
View west of quarantine fence area.

Photo Log
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HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Points 23 and 24:
View north of quarantine fence area.

Photo Map Key Point 25:
View northwest from the southeastern point of the drainage.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 26:
View north from the southwestern point of the drainage.

Photo Map Key Point 27:
View south from the northwestern point of the drainage.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 28:
View east of the telephone pole easement running through the center
of the site (just north of the drainage).

Photo Map Key Point 28:
View west of the telephone pole easement running through the center
of the site (just north of the drainage).

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Log

Photo Map Key Point 29:
View east from Map Key Point 29 – looking along the northern property boundary
with Pioneer –Hi-Bred (Note: berm to the left with new plantings).

Photo Map Key Point 30:
View south from Map Key Point 30 – looking along the drainage.

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 31:
View toward the northeastern property corner.

Photo Map Key Point 32:
View west (looking towards Map Key Point 33) along the northern
property boundary, at the dog-leg.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Log

Photo Map Key Points 33 and 34:
View south (looking towards Map Key Point 34 – the telephone pole easement)
along the western property boundary, at the northwestern corner. (Note: fallow fields.)

Photo Map Key Point 35:
View west along the western property boundary, at the metal gate.

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Log

Photo Map Key Point 36:
View to the northeast from the southwestern interior boundary
(Note: the building envelope and telephone easement in the center of the picture).

Photo Map Key Point 37:
Lower terrace, SE bend in road, view to the northwest (Note - old papaya field).

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 38:
Southwestern corner of site, at access gate, view to the northwest.

Photo Map Key Point 39:
Southeast bend in coral road, view to the east.

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 40:
South coral road, at interior road gate, looking northeast.

Photo Map Key Point 40:
View south towards the H1-Interstate Freeway exchange.
(Note: the scrub and fence).

Photo Log

November 15, 2007

HARC Lot 12004-A-2

Photo Map Key Point 41:
South coral road, looking at the southeastern property corner
at the metal gate and rock wall.

Photo Log

B. NRCS PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DETERMINATION

C. BOARD OF NATURAL LAND AND RESOURCES MEETING MINUTES

D. OPTION TO PURCHASE CONSERVATION EASEMENT

E. COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT BETWEEN ADC AND CCC

F. MAUI COASTAL LAND TRUST PRESS RELEASE

MAUI COASTAL LAND TRUST PRESS RELEASE
For Immediate Release: June 20, 2007
Private East Molokai Lands Permanently Protected from Development
Wailuku, Maui—Third-generation rancher Kip Dunbar protected 168 acres of his Kainalu
Ranch on Molokai's south-eastern shore with an agricultural conservation easement last
week thanks to two unprecedented conservation grants leveraged by the Maui Coastal
Land Trust (MCLT). The first grants of their kind in Hawai'i came from the Farm and
Ranch Lands Protection Program (FRPP), run by the United States Department of
Agriculture and the State of Hawai'i's Legacy Land Conservation Program (LLCP), run
by the Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources.
In the agreement, development rights were purchased from Kainalu Ranch by MCLT,
placing a permanent conservation easement on the acreage to keep it in open space
and agricultural use. "Though my children and I have no intentions of leaving Molokai,"
said Dunbar, "this agreement has given us the assurance that these lands will remain in
agriculture and open space no matter who may come to own them in the future."
MCLT partnered with the Natural Resources Conservation Service's (NRCS) Pacific
Island Area office in Honolulu on a cooperative agreement to initiate the first FRPP
award in Hawai'i and insure the conservation plans at Kainalu Ranch met required
program standards. "MCLT and NRCS were instrumental in assisting our family in
procuring a living agreement that the community could appreciate and respect," said
Dunbar.
"The NRCS oversaw some very strict requirements for this program," said MCLT
Executive Director Dale Bonar. "It serves to protect farmland for agricultural production
and more importantly, keeps the farmer/rancher in agriculture. While the purchase of a
permanent agricultural easement does not provide the landowner with the same level of
financial benefit that might come from developing the property, it provides the incentive
for an owner to stay in farming. Just as important, it may be the only way heirs could
keep the land since its value is reduced thus reducing probate taxes," Bonar continued.
A nationwide initiative of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Farm and Ranch Lands
Protection Program serves to protect prime agricultural acreage from further
development. "We are pleased that the Farm and Ranchland Protection Program is
available as a tool to help protect Hawaii's important agricultural land" said Larry
Yamamoto, Director of the NRCS, Pacific Islands Area. "Keeping agricultural lands
available for our grand children and their grand children is critical for sustaining Hawaii's
future." Funds are provided to purchase conservation easements on lands that are:
privately owned, large enough to sustain agricultural production, accessible to markets
and have adequate infrastructure and agricultural support services. Land owners retain
rights to use the property for agriculture in perpetuity.

Also tapped for the first time under this agreement was the Land Conservation Fund,
through the State of Hawai'i's Legacy Land Conservation Program. "This program came
along at the same time that the State of Hawai'i was recognizing the urgency and value
of protecting important agricultural lands." said Allan Smith, Interim chairperson of the
Department of Land and Natural Resources. "Brought into law in 2005, the Legacy
Lands Act designated a small percentage of the real estate conveyance fees as the
funding source. The program now provides about $5 million per year for fee or
easement acquisition, which is critical in matching federal and foundation grants, in
conservation projects such as this one at Kainalu Ranch."
Established as a non-profit corporation in December 2000, The Maui Coastal Land
Trust's mission is: "To preserve and protect coastal lands in Maui Nui for the benefit of
the natural environment and of current and future generations." With offices in Wailuku,
MCLT is Hawaii's first local fully-staffed land trust organization. For more information
visit www.mauicoastallandtrust.org.
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This Deed of Conservation Easement Including Development Rights
(“Easement”) is made by and between the following parties and relates to the following
Property:
Grantors:

Hawaii Agriculture Research Center (“HARC”)
(a Hawai`i nonprofit corporation)
99-193 Aiea Heights Drive
Suite 300
Aiea, HI 96701

(hereinafter HARC
and Pioneer are
collectively referred to
as “Owner”)

Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (“Pioneer”)
(an Iowa corporation)
P.O. Box 1000
Johnston, Iowa 50131-1000

Grantees:

State of Hawaii
Agribusiness Development Corporation
235 South Beretania Street, Room 205
Honolulu, HI 96813

(hereinafter "ADC")

United States of America, Commodity Credit Corp.
c/o State Conservationist
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
300 Ala Moana Blvd., Honolulu, HI 96850

(hereinafter “NRCS”)
(ADC & NRCS are
collectively “Holders”)

RECITALS
I. Identification of the Property and the Ownership Interests of HARC and
Pioneer
HARC and Pioneer are tenants in common, each with undivided interests in Lot
16246, shown on Map 1276, filed in the Office of the Assistant Registrar of the Land
Court of the State of Hawaii with Land Court Application No. 1069, situate at Honouliuli,
Ewa, City and County of Honolulu, State of Hawaii, consisting of 389.768 acres, more or
less, and bearing tax key designation (1) 9-2-1-11 (“Lot 16246”).
Pursuant to a co-tenancy agreement, HARC controls and possesses a portion of
Lot 16246, which consists of approximately 108.217 acres of land, which shall be
encumbered by this Easement, further described in Exhibit “A,” attached hereto,
hereinafter referred to as “the Property.”
HARC and Pioneer are participating in subdividing their interests in Lot 16246 so
that the Property will become owned solely and exclusively by HARC. However, final
subdivision approval has not occurred at the time of the granting of this Easement.
Pioneer has agreed to be a co-grantor of this Easement for the purpose of
encumbering the Property with the covenants, restrictions and prohibitions set forth
herein.
II. Description of the Property and Surroundings
A.

NRCS Agricultural Lands of Importance. As determined by a soil survey
conducted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources
Conservation Service (“NRCS”), which survey is part of the “Baseline
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Documents” (defined in Section A of this Easement), a majority of the 108-acre
Property is considered to be either “Prime Farmland” or “Unique Farmland” (both
defined in Section A).
B.

Property Location. The Property is located in an area commonly referred to as
Kunia in the south central portion of Oahu, approximately 22 miles driving
distance from Honolulu. Royal Kunia and Waipahu are to the east and southeast
of the Property and Ewa and Kapolei are to the south and southwest. Makakilo is
to the west and central Oahu is to the north.

C.

General Property Description. The topography of the Property is predominantly
gently sloping in a makai (ocean), or southerly direction, but with some steeply
sloping portions. Elevation ranges from approximately 225 feet to 335 feet above
sea level. There are more than 85 acres of Prime and Unique Farmlands as
identified by the NRCS in the soil survey, referred to above. The Property is
irrigated by surface water from a ditch system managed by the Agribusiness
Development Corporation, a quasi-state organization formed to facilitate the
conversion of lands formerly in large scale corporate farming to smaller
diversified operations. Current crops in these fields include papaya, coffee,
cacao, corn and sugarcane. Some land of lesser soil quality (located
predominantly in the center of the Property) provides natural drainage for the
Property or is the site of existing improvements and structures including:
irrigation lines; a multipurpose agricultural building for minor sorting, processing,
and other agriculturally related activities, including engineering and testing;
equipment, tool and vehicle storage and maintenance sheds, chemical storage
and workshop sheds; a farm house and field office; and dirt or paved roads used
to access the fields and improvements. The structures all lie within “Farm
Building Envelope Two,” shown in Exhibit C attached hereto and incorporated
herein by reference.

D.

History of Land Uses on the Property and Surrounding Areas. Until recently,
Campbell Estate was the owner of this Property as well as several thousand
acres of adjacent farm lands in the Kunia plain. These lands were used
historically for sugar cane and pineapple cultivation but more recently for
vegetable production and seed crops.

E.

Activities and Mission of Owner (HARC). Hawaii Agriculture Research Center is
a 112 year old private organization that is engaged in the production of coffee,
cacao, vegetable crops, tropical fruits, sugarcane, hardwoods and many other
diversified crops. Its mission is to maintain, improve, and advance agricultural
production and to support the development of a diverse agricultural sector in
general.

F.

Nearby Properties and Development. The Property, which is bordered by two
major thoroughfares (H-1 Freeway and Kunia Road) is on the fringe of urban
development to the southwest, south, and southeast. Directly east of the
property across Kunia Road is Village Park, one of the first residential
subdivisions built above the H-1 freeway on former sugarcane land. It has
almost 2800 homes and approximately 9,600 residents. A major 3,750-home
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development called Royal Kunia is underway directly northeast of the Property.
Further to the south and southeast is Waipahu Town, which is a former sugar mill
town but now a census-designated place and designated for revitalization. There
are approximately 8,000 homes and 33,000 people in this older community.
Village Park, Royal Kunia and Waipahu town are all included in the Central Oahu
Sustainable Communities Plan which sets an urban/agricultural boundary. The
Property demarks the end of the urban fringe and the beginning of the
agricultural designated lands. The land to the south and southwest is part of the
Ewa Development Plan which also recognizes this urban growth boundary. The
Ewa Plan includes the designated Secondary Urban Center for Oahu, Kapolei
which is undergoing tremendous growth. Kapolei is a 32,000 acre development
that already has about 26,000 homes and 84,000 residents and is continuing to
grow.
III. Land Use, Environmental and Right-to-Farm Policies and Laws
A.

Hawai`i State Land Use District. The Property is located within the “Agricultural”
State Land Use District, as defined by Hawai`i Revised Statutes (“HRS”) Chapter
205. HRS section 205-4.5 (supp. 2005) delineates uses on Agricultural lands
based on the Hawai`i Land Study Bureau’s Detailed land Classification, which
provides “overall (master) productivity rating” for soils ranging from class A or B
(best soils) to soils classified as C, D, E, or U. Uses permitted of right (without
requiring discretionary approval) for class A or B soils include the following
generalized uses: (1) cultivation of various crops, including orchards, forage, and
timber; (2) game and fish propagation; (3) raising of various kinds of livestock; (4)
farm structures, such as farm dwellings, employee housing, and farm buildings;
(5) public buildings necessary for agriculture; (6) public and private open area
types of recreational uses, but not including dragstrips, airports, drive-in theaters,
golf courses, golf driving ranges, country clubs, and overnight camps; (7) public
and private utility lines and roadways, transformer stations, communications
equipment buildings, solid waste transfer stations, major water storage tanks and
related water infrastructure; (8) retention and maintenance of historic buildings
and sites; (9) roadside stands for the sale of agricultural products grown on the
premises; (10) buildings and uses that are considered directly accessory to the
above uses, including mills, storage, and processing facilities, maintenance
facilities, vehicle and equipment storage areas; (11) agricultural parks; (12)
agricultural tourism conducted on a working farm or farming operation; and (13)
wind energy facilities and associated improvements, provided it is compatible
with agriculture uses and causes minimal adverse impact on the agricultural land.
HRS Chapter 205 also permits Agricultural lands to be subdivided into one-acre
lots, unless county zoning is more restrictive.

B.

Hawai`i Coastal Zone Management Act. The Property is not located within the
Special Management Area, as defined by the Hawai`i Coastal Zone Management
Act (“CZMA”), HRS Chapter 205A.

C.

County of Oahu General Plan. The Oahu Community Plan establishes the
objective of maintaining the viability of agriculture on Oahu. The Plan identifies
eight policies to carry out the objective: (1) Assist the agricultural industry to
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ensure the continuation of agriculture as an important source of income and
employment; (2) support agricultural diversification in all agricultural areas on
Oahu; (3) support the development of markets for local products, particularly
those with the potential for economic growth; (4) provide sufficient agricultural
land in Ewa, Central Oahu, and the North Shore to encourage the continuation of
sugar and pineapple as viable industries; (5) maintain agricultural land along the
Windward, North Shore, and Waianae coasts for truck fanning, flower growing,
aquaculture, livestock production, and other types of diversified agriculture; (6)
encourage the more intensive use of productive agricultural land; (7) encourage
the use of more efficient production practices by agriculture, including the
efficient use of water; and (8) encourage the more efficient use of non- potable
water for agricultural use.
D.

Community Plan for Central Oahu. The vision for Central Oahu, according to the
Community Plan for Central Oahu, includes the protection of agricultural and
preservation areas. Of relevance to this Easement: “Urban growth will be
contained within a boundary which will protect prime agricultural lands along
Kunia Road, north of Wahiawa, surrounding Mililani, and on the Waipio
Peninsula for diversified agriculture and pineapple. Preservation of these prime
and unique agricultural lands for use in diversified agriculture and pineapple will
help retain open space and views, in addition to supporting economic
diversification.” The Community Plan notes: “The State Department of
Agriculture's November 1977 study, Agricultural Lands of Importance to the State
of Hawaii (Revised) (ALISH) . . . identifies the former sugar lands along Kunia . . .
as ‘prime’ agricultural lands which generally produce the largest yields and the
best quality crops for the least expenditure of energy.” The Community Plan
explains: “By protecting agricultural lands from urban development, an
opportunity is created for long-term retention and development of diversified
agriculture on small farms, corporate lands, and agricultural parks.” Among the
guidelines identified in the Community Plan for agriculture are the following: (1)
facilities necessary to support intensive cultivation of arable agricultural lands
should be permitted; (2) facilities to support limited outdoor recreation use, such
as camping, horseback riding hiking, should be permitted in areas where
agricultural use is not feasible; (3) residential use should be permitted only to the
extent that it is accessory to the agricultural use; (4) where several dwellings are
planned as part of an agricultural use, they should be sited and clustered to avoid
the use of more productive agricultural lands and to reduce infrastructure costs;
(5) buildings and other facilities that are accessory to an agricultural operation
should designed and located to minimize impact on nearby urban areas and
roadways.

E.

County Zoning. The Property is zoned “AG-1” “Agriculture Restricted” under the
Honolulu Land Use Ordinance (“LUO”). Section 21-3.50 of the LUO provides:
“The purpose of the [Honolulu] agricultural districts is to maintain a strong
agricultural economic base, to prevent unnecessary conflicts among incompatible
uses, to minimize the cost of providing public improvements and services and to
manage the rate and location of physical development consistent with the city's
adopted land use policies. To promote the viability and economic feasibility of an
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existing agricultural operation, accessory agribusiness activities may be
permitted on the same site as an adjunct to agricultural uses. These accessory
activities must be compatible with the on-site agricultural operation and
surrounding land uses.” Section 21-3.50(b) of the LUO, which addresses uses
on lands zoned A-1, provides: “The intent of the AG-1 restricted agricultural
district is to conserve and protect important agricultural lands for the performance
of agricultural functions by permitting only those uses which perpetuate the
retention of these lands in the production of food, feed, forage, fiber crops and
horticultural plants. Only accessory agribusiness activities which meet the above
intent shall be permitted in this district.” The Master Use Table of the LUO
provides for the following permitted uses in the AG-1 districts: aquaculture, crop
production, forestry, open land, livestock grazing, minor livestock production,
livestock veterinary services, and public uses and structures. Subject to meeting
specific use development standards, set forth in the LUO, other uses are
permitted in the AG-1 district, including the following: minor agricultural products
processing, centralized storage of agriculture products, minor composting,
agricultural machinery sales and service, sawmills, seed, feed and fertilizer
storage, major livestock production, farm dwellings, and certain utility
installations. Upon meeting certain requirements, section 21-3.50-1, 2 and 3 of
the LUO permits the clustering of farm dwellings, including detached, duplex or
multifamily farm dwellings to “promote economy of services and utilities and the
most efficient use of the remainder area for agricultural pursuits.”
IV. Intent to Protect Agricultural Values of Property
A.

The Property possesses significant values worthy of being conserved,
specifically productive agricultural lands (including Prime Farmland and Unique
Farmland) (collectively, the “Agricultural Values”). A more specific description of
the Agricultural Values is included in the Baseline Documentation.

B.

The land use, environmental and farming policies and laws designations
referenced above in the Recitals are not sufficiently restrictive to protect the
Agricultural Values of the Property, including the above policies and laws do not
prohibit subdivision of the land and construction of dwellings or other nonagricultural use structures. An appraisal of the Property conducted in 2006 states
that in its unrestricted state, the Property’s highest and best use is not traditional
agriculture but instead as an agricultural estate or urban uses.

C.

Owner believes that with the intelligent and careful use of a conservation
easement, the agricultural resources and other Agricultural Values of the
Property can be protected in a manner that also permits continuing private
ownership of land and the continued use and enjoyment of the Property by
Owner.

D.

Owner and Holders have applied for and been awarded funding to pay for part of
the fair market value of the development rights to be conveyed by this Easement.
Matching funding was awarded to Owner and ADC by the Hawai`i Department of
Land and Natural Resources (“DLNR”) from the Legacy Land Conservation
Program. This program provides funding for unique and fragile places and
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resources in the State of Hawai`i, including, among other things, agricultural
production areas. In addition, Owners and ADC been awarded funding under
the Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program (“FRPP”), 16 U.S.C. 3838h3838i. The purpose of the FRPP is to purchase conservation easements on land
with prime, unique, or other productive soil for the purpose of protecting topsoil
from conversion to nonagricultural uses. FRPP is administered by the NRCS on
behalf of the Secretary of the United States Department of Agriculture.
E.

Owner intends, as owner of the Property, to convey to Holders the right to
preserve and protect the Agricultural Values of the Property in perpetuity and
represents that the Property is free and clear of all encumbrances except those
identified in Exhibit B, attached to this Easement.

F.

Hawai`i Revised Statutes (“HRS”) Chapter 198 provides that public bodies, such
as ADC and NRCS may acquire and hold conservation easements by purchase,
agreement, donation, devise, or bequest.

G.

Owner and Holders recognize the agricultural and special character of the
Property, and have the common purpose of the conservation and protection in
perpetuity of the Property through the use of restrictions on the Property,
including transfer from Owner to Holders of affirmative rights for the protection of
the Agricultural Values of the Property.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above and the mutual covenants,
terms, conditions, and restrictions contained herein, as well as good and valuable
monetary consideration, the receipt and sufficiency which is acknowledged by the
Owner, and pursuant the laws of the State of Hawai'i, including HRS 198, Owner hereby
voluntarily grants and conveys to Holders and its successors and permitted assigns this
Easement in perpetuity over the Property of the nature and character and to the extent
hereinafter set forth. Owner declares that the Property shall be held, mortgaged,
encumbered, transferred, sold, conveyed, used, and occupied subject to the covenants,
conditions, restrictions, and easements hereinafter set forth, which covenants,
conditions, restrictions, and easements shall be deemed to run with the land in
perpetuity and to burden the Property in perpetuity.
COVENANTS AND RESTRICTIONS
A. Definitions
The definitions below shall have the same meaning as the reference source,
where provided, and in all other cases, shall be given their natural, commonly accepted
definitions.
1. “Agriculture Facilities Lease” means a lease for agriculture-related activities of a
structure or a portion of a structure located within Farm Building Envelope One
or Two.
2. “Agriculture Land Lease” means a lease of a portion of the Farming Area where
(a) the principal use of the leased land is agriculture, and (b) no permanent or
temporary dwellings or farm dwellings, including trailers and campers, are
constructed on the leased area; however, this restriction shall not prohibit the
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construction of other farm structures appropriate to the agricultural activity
carried on within the leased premises, if otherwise permitted in this Easement.
3.

“Agricultural Values” means the values of the Property to be preserved in
perpetuity, which values are identified in Section I.1 of the Recitals.

4. “Approval by Holders” is required prior to some Owner actions, as identified in
this Easement. The Approval process is set forth in Section I.1.
5. “Baseline Documents” means the documents, including maps, photographs and
assessments of the agricultural resources, which documents provide an
accurate description of the condition of the Property and its agricultural
resources on the effective date of this Easement, and which documents are on
file with the Holders.
6. “CFR” means the Code of Federal Regulations.
7. “The Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as now enacted or
hereinafter amended, and the regulations thereunder.
8.

“Conservation Plan” means a plan prepared by NRCS in partnership with the
Owner to establish agriculture management protocols for the Property.

9.

“County” means the City and County of Honolulu.

10. “Environmental Law” or “Environmental Laws” means any and all Federal, state,
local or municipal laws, rules, orders, regulations, statutes, ordinances, codes,
guidelines, policies or requirements of any governmental authority regulating or
imposing standards of liability or standards of conduct (including common law)
concerning air, water, solid waste, hazardous materials, worker and community
right-to-know, hazard communication, noise, radioactive material, resource
protection, subdivision, inland wetlands and watercourses, health protection and
similar environmental health, safety, building and land use as may now or at any
time hereafter be in effect.
11. "Family" means one or more persons, all related by blood, adoption or marriage,
occupying a Farm Dwelling. A family also includes no more than two unrelated
persons living together as a single housekeeping unit.
12. “Farming Area” means all portions of the Property which are not part of Farm
Building Envelopes One or Two, identified in this Easement.
13. “Farm Building Envelope One” means the area of approximately 5.2 acres in
size, identified in Exhibit C, within which dwellings are prohibited but other farm
structures are permitted, subject to the provisions set forth in Section E.
14. “Farm Building Envelope Two” means the area of approximately 3.5 acres in
size, identified in Exhibit C, within which certain farm dwellings and other farm
structures are permitted, subject to the provisions in Section E.
15. Farm Dwelling means a room or rooms connected together, constituting an
independent housekeeping unit for a Family and containing a single kitchen, and
the dwelling is used in connection with farm activities on the Property, and the
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farm activities provide full-time, non-seasonal, employment to at least one of the
adult residents of the Farm Dwelling.
16. "Floor area" means the same as the definition set forth in section 21-10.1 of the
LUO on the effective date of this Easement, namely, the area of all floors of a
structure excluding unroofed areas, measured from the exterior faces of the
exterior walls or from the center line of party walls dividing a structure. The floor
area of a structure, or portion thereof, which is not enclosed by exterior walls
shall be the area under the covering, roof or floor above which is supported by
posts, columns, partial walls, or similar structural members which define the wall
line.
17. “FOTG” means the Field Office Technical Guide, the official document for NRCS
guidelines, criteria, and standards for planning and applying conservation
treatments and conservation management systems. The FOTG contains
detailed information on the conservation of soil, water, air, plant and animal
resources applicable to the local area for which it is prepared.
18. “Owner” - “Holders”. The terms “Owner” and “Holders,” wherever used in this
Easement, and any pronouns used in their place, shall be held to mean and
include, respectively: HARC, its representatives, successors, and assigns; ADC,
its representatives, successors and assigns; and, NRCS, its representatives,
successors and assigns.
19. Hazardous Materials” means any petroleum, petroleum products, fuel oil, waste
oils, explosives, reactive materials, ignitable materials, corrosive materials,
hazardous chemicals, hazardous wastes, hazardous substances, extremely
hazardous substances, toxic substances, toxic chemicals, radioactive materials,
infectious materials and any other element, compound, mixture, solution or
substance which may pose a present or potential hazard to human health or the
environment.
20. “HRS” means Hawai`i Revised Statutes.
21. “HRS Chapter 198” means the Hawai`i law governing conservation easements
in Hawai`i, currently codified at Chapter 198 of the HRS, or as hereinafter
amended, or any successor provision(s) hereinafter applicable.
22. “Impervious Surfaces” means the area of the Property covered by non-seasonal,
permanent roof tops, concrete or asphalt, including residential buildings,
agricultural buildings (with and without flooring), and paved areas both within
and without Farm Building Envelope One or Two (NRCS Guidance Manual §
519.64(H)).
23. “LUO” means the Land Use Ordinance for the City and County of Honolulu in
effect on the effective date of this Easement.
24. “NRCS” means the Natural Resources Conservation Service, an agency of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture delegated the task of managing the provisions of
the FRPP or such other agency delegated that duty in the future.
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25. “Prime Farmland” means land that has the best combination of physical and
chemical characteristics for producing food, feed, fiber, forage, oilseed, and
other agricultural crops with minimum inputs of fuel, fertilizer, pesticides, and
labor, without intolerable soil erosion (7 CFR § 1491.3).
26. “Purpose” means the purpose of this Easement as defined in Section .
27. “State” means the State of Hawai`i.
28. “Unique Farmland” means land other than prime farmland that is used for the
production of specific high-value food and fiber crops. It has the special
combination of soil quality, location, growing season, and moisture supply
needed to economically produce sustained high quality or high yields of specific
crops when treated and managed according to acceptable farming methods (7
CFR § 1491.3).
29. “Water Rights” means and includes any and all water and water rights, ditches
and ditch rights, springs and spring rights, reservoir and storage rights, wells and
groundwater rights, and other rights in and to the use of water historically used
on or otherwise appurtenant to the Property.
B. Purpose
The Purpose of this Easement is to protect the agricultural soils, agricultural
viability, and agricultural productivity of the Property, and the other Agricultural Values
identified in Section IV.A of the Recitals in perpetuity. No activity which significantly
impairs the actual or potential use of the Property for agricultural production shall be
permitted, and protection and preservation of agricultural production shall be given first
priority in this Easement. To the extent that the preservation and protection of the other
Agricultural Values of the Property referenced above may be accomplished without
impairing the primary purpose of protecting the agricultural soils, agricultural viability,
and agricultural productivity of the Property in perpetuity, it is also the purpose of this
Easement to protect those other Agricultural Values of the Property, and to such extent,
no activity which shall significantly impair those additional Agricultural Values of the
Property shall be permitted.
C. Rights of Owner
Except as prohibited or restricted by the provisions in Sections D, E, F and G,
Owner reserves all customary rights and privileges of ownership, not granted to Holders
including, but not limited to, the following:
1. Alienation. The right to sell, lease, and devise the Property; and also the right to
lease less than all of the Property, as long as such lease constitutes an
Agriculture Land Lease or Agriculture Facilities Lease;
2. Privacy and Quiet Enjoyment. The right of privacy and the right to deny access
to other persons, except as provided by law or as expressly permitted to Holders
in this Easement;
3. Guests and Invitees. The right to permit or invite others to engage in, any use
of, or activity on, the Property permitted by this Easement and not inconsistent
with the Purpose of this Easement;
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4. Agricultural Use. Except as expressly prohibited or restricted by the provisions
in Sections D, E, F or G, the right to use the Property for all Agricultural Activities
and Agricultural Production that comply with federal, state and local regulations
and do not significantly impact or degrade the Agricultural Values of the
Property;
5. Utility Services and Septic Systems. Wires, lines, pipes, cables or other facilities
providing electrical, gas, water, sewer, communications, or other utility services
to the improvements permitted herein may be installed, maintained, repaired,
removed, relocated and replaced, and, subject to the restrictions in F.3, Owner
may grant easements over and under the Property for such purposes. Septic or
other underground sanitary systems serving the improvements permitted herein
may be installed, maintained, repaired or improved.
6. Other Rights. Any other rights consistent with the Statement of Purpose set
forth in Section B above and not specifically prohibited or limited by this
Easement.
7. Access. No right of access to any portion of the Property is conveyed by this
Easement, except where expressly provided herein.
8. Affirmative Obligations. Unless otherwise specified below, nothing in this
Easement shall require Owner to take any action to restore the condition of the
Property after any act of God or other event over which Owner had no control or
no ability to foresee.
D. Permitted Agricultural Activities Subject to Conditions
The following agricultural activities and uses are permitted within the Farming
Area and Farm Building Envelope One or Two on the Property and do not require
Approval by Holders. No notice to Holders is required regarding initiating or conducting
any reserved rights identified below:
1. Cultivation. Cultivation, harvesting and rotation of crops, including but not
limited to silviculture, horticulture, forestry and other types of agricultural crop
cultivation; provided a Conservation Plan is currently in effect for the Property
and Owner’s current agricultural activities are consistent with this Conservation
Plan. Prior to conducting any change in the current farming activities on the
Property, Owner shall consult with NRCS to determine whether a new or revised
Conservation Plan is necessary. Owner’s agricultural activities shall be
conducted consistent with any Conservation Plan in effect for the Property.
2. Animal Husbandry. Propagation of, raising of, and grazing of, livestock,
including but not limited to game, poultry, bees, fish, or other animal or aquatic
life that are propagated for economic or personal use, provided such activities
are conducted pursuant to and consistent with a Conservation Plan approved by
NRCS.
3. Fences and Irrigation Systems. The right to construct and maintain fences and
irrigation transmission systems, including pipes, filtration systems, and related
irrigation components (however, not including reservoirs or water tanks with
footprints greater than 200 square feet, which require approval pursuant to
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Section F.1), within the Farming Area; provided that their design and location
shall not impair the Agricultural Values of the Property or be contrary to the
Purpose of this Easement.
4. Access to Farming Activities and Building Envelopes. Subject to the Impervious
Surfaces limitations set forth in Section G.1, and as required by the County, but
not for the purpose of Subdivision, which is prohibited by this Easement, the
right to establish reasonable rights-of-way, including providing roadway and
utility access, to permitted farm dwellings or farm structures, and crops or
growing areas on the Property, and to cut trees, grass, and other vegetation to
provide such access and rights-of-way. Roadway or utility improvements made
under the provisions of this provision shall be done in a manner so as to create
the least possible disturbance to the Agricultural Values of the Property (for
example, by creating access along unpaved roads), and in no event shall such
improvements be greater than those imposed by governmental requirements
and/or consents.
5. Maintenance and Improvement of Water Sources. The right to use and
maintain, and subject to approval by NRCS, the right to establish, construct, and
improve -- water sources, water courses and water bodies within the Property for
the uses permitted by this Easement. However, the construction of reservoirs
shall be permitted only with the Approval of Holders (see Section F.4).
6. Chemical Applications. Subject to all applicable labeling requirements and laws,
agricultural chemicals may be applied to the Property for bonafide agricultural
purposes provided that the application of such chemicals does not significantly
impact or degrade the Agricultural Values of the Property.
7. Education and Recreation. The right to undertake educational activities and
related recreational activities, such as inviting groups to the Property for
interpretive walks, provided that such activities do not require the construction of
structures and are conducted in a manner and intensity that does not adversely
impact the Agricultural Values of the Property and the Purpose of this Easement
or otherwise impact any protected soils.
8. Motorized Recreational Vehicles. Motorized recreational vehicles, such as
motorcycles and all terrain vehicles are permitted within the Farming Area;
provided they are used to conduct the agricultural activities permitted by this
Easement, and the use of such vehicles will not significantly impact any of the
Agricultural Values of the Property. Motorized recreational vehicle use within the
Farming Area for other purposes is prohibited.
E. Permitted Uses within Building Envelopes Subject to Conditions
The following activities and uses, which do not require Approval by Holders, are
permitted within Farm Building Envelope One and Two, subject to the limitations in this
Section. No notice to Holders is required regarding initiating or conducting activities
within either of the Building Envelopes with respect to the reserved rights identified
below:
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1. Farm Structures. Subject to the Impervious Surfaces limitations set forth in
Section G.1, the right to construct, repair, remodel, maintain, and use in Farm
Building Envelope One or Two structures that are in furtherance of, and
reasonably necessary in connection with, the agricultural activities on the
Property including, but not limited to: ponds; water and fuel tanks; water
transmission lines; irrigation systems; barns; vehicle, tool and equipment storage
areas; workshops; stables; greenhouses; hothouses; shadehouses; storage,
processing, product development and engineering facilities and related
supporting offices and meeting rooms; mills; and maintenance facilities.
2. Farm Dwellings. Subject to the restrictions set forth in this subsection, the
Impervious Surfaces limitations set forth in Section G.1, and state and county
law, the right to construct, repair, remodel, maintain, and use in Farm Building
Envelope Two not more than four (4) Farm Dwellings, subject to the following
terms:
a. The Farm Dwellings may be detached from each other or may be built as
duplexes or triplexes, or as one quadraplex.
b. No Farm Dwelling (whether single, detached, or as part of a multi-unit
structure) shall have a Floor Area greater than 1,400 square feet.
3.

Farm Dorm. Subject to the conditions and restrictions set forth in this
subsection, the Impervious Surfaces limitations set forth in Section G.1, and
state and county law, the right to construct, repair, remodel, maintain, and use in
Farm Building Envelope Two one (1) farm dorm, subject to the following terms:
a. Similar to the agricultural use limitations for Farm Dwellings (see Section
A.15), the dorm shall be connected to the farm activities on the Property and
shall provide rooms for not more than ten (10) farm workers who shall be
employed full-time in non-seasonal work from the farm activities on the
Property;
b. Subject to state or county law, one or several kitchen or bathrooms may be
shared in common among the farm dorm residents.

4. Accessory Structures and Improvements. Subject to the Impervious Surfaces
limitations set forth in Section G.1, the right to construct, repair, remodel,
maintain, and use in Farm Building Envelope One or Two accessory structures
and improvements that are customarily appurtenant to comparable farm
dwellings or farm utility structures on the island of Oahu, including, but not
limited to, personal, non-commercial recreational facilities, garages, barns,
stables, paddocks, storage sheds, catchments systems, septic tanks and leach
fields, wind towers, transmitter towers; solar panels, and other buildings and
facilities ordinarily associated with the uses permitted under this Easement, and
also including, to the extent permitted by law.
F. Activities and Uses Requiring Holders’ Approval
The following agricultural activities and uses are permitted on the Property only
upon receiving Approval by Holders pursuant to the approval procedures set forth in
Section I.1:
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1. Farm Structures within the Farming Area. Subject to Approval by Holders
pursuant to Section I.1, and subject to the impervious surface limits set forth in
Section G.1, Owner may construct, maintain and use in the Farming Area
structures directly needed for agricultural activities, such as water tanks for cattle
or irrigation purposes, greenhouses and shadehouses. Excepted from approval
are those structures, such as fences and irrigation transmission systems,
identified in Section D.3 of this Easement.
2. Supplemental Activities. Upon Approval by Holders pursuant to Section I.1, and
subject to the impervious surfaces limitations in G.1, other activities and uses,
which are secondary to the cultivation and animal husbandry activities identified
in Sections D.1 and D.2 of this Easement, but which afford Grantor
supplemental financial or other opportunities, and which may assist in assuring
the economic viability of the primary cultivation and animal husbandry activities,
may be permitted, or which further the agricultural mission of the Property.
3. Easements and Dedications. Upon Approval by Holders pursuant to Section 1,
Owner may grant or convey easements or make dedications of land as set forth
below, and grant the right to improve and maintain such easements, including,
subject to the Impervious Surfaces limitations set forth in Section I.1, grant the
right to harden or permit the hardening of surface areas:
a. Easements to governmental agencies or utility providers for the installation,
maintenance, repair and replacement of underground utility services;
b. Dedication of portions of the Property fronting the existing Kunia Road to the
State or County as may be required by law;
c. Easements to adjoining lands for drainage easements which may be required
by the County.
4. Miscellaneous. Subject to Approval by Holders pursuant to I.1, the following are
permitted:
a. Ponds and reservoirs; however, for the purposes of this Easement, ponds
and reservoirs shall be subject to the Impervious Surface limitations set forth
in Section G.1;
b. Feedlots, upon first obtaining approval by NRCS to a comprehensive nutrient
management plan for the proposed feedlots.
G. Prohibitions and Other Restrictions
The following activities and uses are prohibited or restricted unless an exception
is expressly provided:
1. Impervious Surfaces. The aggregate impervious surfaces on the Property shall
not exceed 6% (six percent) of the Property area, except that conservation
practices listed in the FOTG and approved by NRCS are exempt from this
impervious cover limitation.
2. Subdivision. The legal or “de facto” division, subdivision or partitioning of any of
the Property; provided, Owner may lease portions of the Property if the lease
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constitutes an Agriculture Land Lease or Agriculture Facilities Lease, as defined
in Section A.1; and provided further, HARC and Pioneer may subdivide the
Property in its entirety as shown in Exhibit “A” from the remainder Lot 16246.
3. Uses and Activities Inconsistent with the Purpose of the Easement. Any use of,
or activity on, the Property inconsistent with the Purpose of this Easement is
prohibited, and Owner acknowledges and agrees that it will not conduct, engage
in, or permit any such use or activity. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, the following uses of, or activities on, the Property, though not an
exhaustive list of inconsistent uses or activities, are inconsistent with the
purposes of this Easement and shall be prohibited, except where expressly
reserved as unconditional or conditional rights of Owner, as established in
Sections C, D, E and F of this Easement:
a. Alteration of Land. The alteration of the surface of the land, including, without
limitation, the excavation or removal of soil, sand, gravel, rock, peat, or sod,
except for the alteration of land to carry out the construction or maintenance
of permitted structures or improvements within the Farming Area or either
Farm Building Envelope One or Two, or agricultural activities permitted by this
Easement or otherwise conducted pursuant to a Conservation Plan;
b. Erosion or Water Pollution. Any use or activity that causes or is likely to
cause significant soil degradation or erosion or significant pollution of any
surface or subsurface waters;
c. Waste Disposal. The disposal or storage of rubbish, garbage, debris,
unregistered vehicles, abandoned equipment, parts thereof, or other
unsightly, offensive, or hazardous waste or material on the Property;
d. Mining. The exploration for, or development and extraction of, minerals and
hydrocarbons on, below or through the surface of the Property; and
e. Water Rights. Owner shall not transfer, encumber, sell, lease or otherwise
separate any Water Rights for the Property or change the historic use of the
Water Rights without the Approval by Holders. Owner shall not abandon or
allow the abandonment of, by action or inaction, any of the Water Rights
without Approval by Holders pursuant to Section I.1.
H. Affirmative Rights Conveyed to Holders
To accomplish the Purpose of this Easement the following rights are conveyed to
Holders:
1. Protection. Holders have the right to preserve and protect in perpetuity, to
prevent any use of, or activity on, the Property that will significantly impair or
interfere with the Agricultural Values of the Property, and to enhance by mutual
agreement the Agricultural Values of the Property.
2. Access. Holders or their agents have the right to enter the Property at least
annually, or more frequently if a violation is suspected, at a reasonable time and
upon prior notice to Owner, for the purpose of making inspections to monitor
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compliance with this Easement and for enforcement purposes as set forth
below:
a. Annual Monitoring. Holders or their agents shall have the right to enter the
Property at least once annually to inspect the Property for consistency with
this Easement. Holders shall make reasonable efforts to establish a mutually
agreeable time for the annual monitoring visit but under no circumstances
shall Holders provide less than forty-eight hours notice of their intent to
inspect the Property for annual monitoring purposes. Such entry shall not in
any case unreasonably interfere with Owner’s allowed uses and quiet
enjoyment of the Property.
b. Emergency Entry. If Holders, in their sole discretion, determine that
circumstances require immediate action to prevent or mitigate significant
damage to the Agricultural Values of the Property, Holders may enter the
Property for the purpose of inspection, without prior notice to Owner or
without waiting for the period provided for cure to expire; provided, that
Holders shall first make a reasonable attempt under the circumstances to give
verbal/telephone notice to Owner of the violation and proposed action.
3.

Enforcement. Holders have the right to enforce this Easement and the
covenants and restrictions herein, including, but not limited to, the right to enjoin
any use of, or activity on, the Property that is inconsistent with the Purpose of
this Easement, and to require the restoration of such areas or features of the
Property as may be damaged by uses or activities inconsistent with the
provisions of this Easement. Holders at their sole discretion may also engage in
alternative dispute resolution methods with Owner, such as mediation, subject to
the parties’ agreement on the terms of such alternative dispute resolution
methods.
a. Notice of Violation, Corrective Action. If Holders determine that the Owner is
in violation of the terms of this Easement or that a violation is threatened,
Holders shall give written notice to Owner of such violation and demand
corrective action sufficient to cure the violation and, where the violation
involves injury to the Property resulting from any use or activity inconsistent
with the Purpose of this Easement, to restore the portion of the Property so
injured to its prior condition in accordance with a plan approved by Holders.
b. Owner’s Failure to Respond. Holders may bring an action as provided in this
Section H.3 if Owner:
i. Fails to cure the violation within thirty (30) days after receipt of notice
thereof from Holders;
ii. Under circumstances where the violation cannot reasonably be cured
within the thirty (30) day period, fails to begin curing such violation within
the thirty (30) day period and fails to continue diligently to cure such
violation until finally cured.

4. Remedies; Damages
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Holders’ rights and remedies identified in this Section apply equally in the event
of either actual or threatened violations of the terms of this Easement and shall be
cumulative and shall be in addition to all remedies now or hereafter existing at law or
in equity.
a. Injunctive Relief. Holders may bring an action at law or in equity to enforce
the terms of this Easement:
i.

To enjoin the violation, ex parte as necessary, by temporary or permanent
injunction; and

ii. To require the restoration of the Property to the condition that existed prior
to any such injury.
b. Damages. Holders shall be entitled to recover damages for violation of the
terms of this Easement or injury to any Agricultural Value protected by this
Easement to the extent such damages may be ascertained. Without limiting
Owner’s liability in any way, Holders, in their sole discretion, may apply any
damages recovered to the cost of undertaking corrective or restoration action
on the Property. Owner is barred from using this provision regarding
damages as an affirmative defense against Holders’ rights to injunctive relief.
c. No Bond Required. Any action for injunctive relief or damages may be taken
without Holders being required to post bond or provide other security.
d. Costs of Enforcement. All reasonable costs incurred by Holders in enforcing
the terms of this Easement against Owner, including, without limitation, costs
and expenses of suit and reasonable attorneys’ fees, and any costs of
restoration necessitated by Owners’ violation of the terms of this Easement,
shall be borne by Owner; provided, however, that if Owner prevails in a
judicial enforcement action, each party shall bear its own costs.
5. Holders’ Forbearance. Forbearance by Holders to exercise their rights under
this Easement in the event of any breach of any terms of this Easement by
Owner, its agents, employees, contractors, invitees or licensees shall not be
deemed or construed to be a waiver by Holders of such term or any Holders’
rights under this Easement. No delay or omission by Holders in the exercise of
any right or remedy upon any breach by Owner shall impair such right or remedy
or be construed as a waiver.
6. Waiver of Certain Defenses. Owner acknowledges that it has carefully reviewed
this Easement and has consulted with and been advised by counsel of its terms
and requirements. In full knowledge of the provisions of this Easement, Owner
hereby waives any claim or defense it may have against Holders in interest
under or pertaining to this Easement based upon waiver, laches, estoppel, or
prescription.
7. Acts Beyond Owner’s Control; Emergency Conditions. Nothing contained in this
Easement shall be construed to entitle Holders to bring any action against
Owner to abate, correct, or restore any condition on the Property or to recover
damages for any injury to or change in the Property resulting from causes
beyond Owner’s control, including, without limitation, fire, flood, storm, and earth
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movement, or for acts of trespassers, that Owner could not reasonably have
anticipated or prevented, or from any prudent action taken by Owner under
emergency conditions to prevent, abate, or mitigate significant injury to the
Property resulting from such causes or to protect bonafide public health or safety
in an emergency situation.
8. Rights of the United States of America. Under this Easement, the same rights
are granted to the United States that are granted to Local Grantee. However,
the Secretary of the United States Department of Agriculture (the Secretary), on
behalf of the United States, will only exercise these rights under the following
circumstances: In the event that Local Grantee fails to enforce any of the terms
of this Conservation Easement, as determined in the sole discretion of the
Secretary, the Secretary and his or her successors or assigns may exercise the
United States’ rights to enforce the terms of this Conservation Easement through
any and all authorities available under Federal or State law. In the event that
Local Grantee attempts to terminate, transfer or otherwise divest itself of any
rights, title, or interests in this Conservation Easement without the prior consent
of the Secretary and, if applicable, payment of consideration to the United
States, then, at the option of the Secretary, all right, title, and interest in this
Conservation Easement shall become vested solely in the United States of
America.
I. Notice; Approval; Breach; Compliance Certificates
1. Approval by Holders. Prior to pursuing or engaging in the activities identified in
Section F of this Easement, Owner shall follow the procedures set forth in this
Section 1.
a. Approval Procedures. Owner shall request approval from Holders in writing.
The request for approval shall describe the nature, scope, location, timetable,
identify its conformity with this Easement, and, when applicable, evidence
conformity with existing land use regulations, and any other material aspect of
the proposed activity. Delivery of the request for approval shall be as
required by Section I.4. Holders shall have thirty (30) days from receipt of the
request in which to approve, disapprove, or approve subject to modification,
the request. In the case of withholding of approval, Holders shall notify
Owner in writing with reasonable specificity of the reasons for withholding of
approval, and the conditions, if any, on which approval might otherwise be
given.
b. Standard of Approval. Holders shall not unreasonably withhold approval of a
proposed use or activity requiring approval under Section F where the
proposed activity or use will not significantly impact the Agricultural Values
and the proposed activity or use is consistent with the Purpose of this
Easement. With respect to considering whether a proposed use is consistent
with this Easement, Holders shall include in its consideration the uses
permitted under HRS Section 205-4.5 and LUO Section 21-3.50, as they may
be amended from time to time, or any corollary provisions that are enacted.
(Abbreviated descriptions of the current permitted uses under HRS § 205-4.5
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and under LUO § 21-3.50 are provided respectively in Section III.A and III.E
of this Easement’s Recitals.) In addition, Holders should usually permit or
approve of proposed activities that are permitted by NRCS or that are
consistent with the FOTG.
2. Breach of Approval Provisions. Failure to obtain Approval as required in this
Section I and its subsections shall be a material breach of this Easement and
shall entitle Holders to such rights or remedies as may be available under
Section H of this Easement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Holders may, at
their sole option, permit Owner to cure the breach by submitting after-the-fact
communications and documents showing the conformity of such activity with this
Easement and with any relevant Federal, State or County laws, or by showing
despite lack of conformity with this Easement or the laws, that the action was
justified because of an emergency.
3. Compliance Certificates. Holders shall, within thirty (30) days of a request by
Owner, execute and deliver to Owner, or to any party designated by Owner, any
document, including an estoppel certificate, that certifies, to the best of Holders’
knowledge, Owner’s compliance or lack thereof with any obligation of Owner
contained in this Easement and otherwise evidences the status of this
Easement. Such certification shall be limited to the condition of the Property as
of Holders’ most recent inspection. If Owner requests more current
documentation, Holders shall conduct an inspection, at Owner’s expense, within
thirty (30) days of receipt of Owner’s written request.
4. Addresses for Notices and Responses. Any notice, demand, request, consent,
approval, or communication that either party desires or is required to give to the
other shall be in writing either served personally or sent by certified mail, return
receipt requested, postage prepaid, addressed to as follows:
To HARC:
Hawaii Agriculture Research Center
99-193 Aiea Heights Drive
Suite 300
Aiea, HI 96701
With a copy to:
Tom Pierce
Attorney at Law
A Limited Liability Law Corporation
P.O. Box 798
Makawao, HI 96768
To Holders:
Agribusiness Development Corp.
235 South Beretania Street, Room 205
Honolulu, HI 96813
State Conservationist
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U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
300 Ala Moana Blvd., Honolulu, HI 96850
or to such other address as any of the parties from time to time shall designate by
written notices to the other.
5. Time Computation for Receipt of Notice. With respect to any provision of this
Easement requiring notice, demand, request, consent, approval, or
communication by a date certain, “Receipt of Notice” shall be considered to have
occurred upon two days after mailing by first class mail.
J. Costs, Liabilities and Insurance, Taxes, Environmental Compliance and
Indemnification.
1.

Costs, Legal Requirements, Liabilities and Insurance. Owner retains all
responsibilities and shall bear all costs and liabilities of any kind related to the
ownership, operation, upkeep, and maintenance of the Property, including the
maintenance of any insurance coverage desired by Owner. Owner and Holders
release and relieve the other, and waive their entire right to recover for loss or
damage to the extent that the loss or damage is covered by proceeds of the
injured party’s insurance. This waiver applies whether or not the loss is due to
the negligent acts or omissions of Owner or Holders. Owner remains solely
responsible for obtaining any applicable governmental permits and approval for
any activity or use permitted by this Easement, and any such activity or use shall
be undertaken in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws,
regulations, and requirements. This provision I.1. shall not apply to the United
States.

2. Taxes. Owner shall pay before delinquency all taxes, assessments, fees, and
charges of whatever description levied on or assessed against the Property by
competent authority (collectively “Taxes”), including any taxes imposed upon, or
incurred as a result of, this Easement, and shall furnish Holders with satisfactory
evidence of payment upon request. If Owner fails to pay any Taxes when due,
Holders are authorized, but in no event obligated, to make or advance such
payment of Taxes upon three (3) days prior written notice to Owner, in
accordance with any bill, statement, or estimate procured from the appropriate
authority, without inquiry into the validity of the Taxes or the accuracy of the bill,
statement or estimate, and the obligation created by such payment shall bear
interest until paid by Owner at the maximum rate allowed by law.
3. Environmental Warranty and Remediation.
a. Owner warrants that it is in compliance with and shall remain in compliance
with, all applicable Environmental Laws. Owner warrants that there are no
notices by any governmental authority of any violation or alleged violation of,
non-compliance or alleged non-compliance with or any liability under any
Environmental Law relating to the operations or conditions of the Property.
Owner warrants that it has no actual knowledge of a release or threatened
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release of any Hazardous Materials on, at, beneath or from the Property
exceeding regulatory limits.
b. Owner promises to indemnify and hold harmless Holders against all costs,
claims, demands, penalties and damages, including reasonable attorneys’
fees, arising from or connected with the release or threatened release of any
Hazardous Materials on, at, beneath or from the Property, or arising from or
connected with a violation of any Environmental Laws by Owner or any other
prior owner of the Property. Owner’s indemnification obligation shall not be
affected by any authorizations provided by Holders to Owner with respect to
the Property or any restoration activities carried out by Holders at the
Property; provided, however, that Holders shall be responsible for any
Hazardous Materials contributed after this date to the Property by Holders.
c. If at any time, there occurs, or has occurred, a release in or on the Property of
a Hazardous Material, Owner agrees to take all steps necessary to assure its
containment and remediation, including any cleanup that may be required,
unless the release was caused by Holders.
4. Control. Nothing in this Easement shall be construed as giving rise, in the
absence of a judicial decree, to any right or ability in Holders or the United
States to exercise physical or managerial control over the day-to-day operations
of the Property, of any of Owner’s activities on the Property, or otherwise to
become an “operator” with respect to the Property within the meaning of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of
1980, as amended (“CERCLA”) or the environmental laws of the State.
5. Hold Harmless. Owner shall hold harmless, defend and indemnify Holders from
any and all liabilities, injuries, losses, damages, judgments, costs, expenses of
every kind, and fees, including reasonable attorney’s fees actually incurred,
Holders may suffer or incur as a result of or arising out of the wrongful
intentional or negligent act or omission of Owner, Owner’s employees, agents,
guests, and invitees on the Property. Holders agree to hold harmless,
indemnify, and defend Owner from any and all liabilities, injuries, losses,
damages, judgments, costs, expenses of every kind, and fees, including
reasonable attorney’s fees actually incurred, Owner may suffer or incur as a
result of or arising out of the wrongful intentional or negligent act or omission of
Holders, Holders’ employees, agents, guests, and invitees on the Property.
K. Transfer; Amendment; Extinguishment
1. Transfer of Property. Owner agrees to incorporate by reference the terms of this
Easement in any deed or other legal instrument by which Owner transfers any
interest in all or a portion of the Property, including, without limitation, a
leasehold interest. Owner further agrees to give written notice to Holders and
the United States of the proposed transfer of any such interest at least ten (10)
days prior to the date of such transfer. The failure of Owner to perform any act
required by this paragraph shall not impair the validity of this Easement or limit
its enforceability in any way, nor shall such failure in any way be interpreted to
void or make voidable the conveyance of any such interest.
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2. Limitations on Amendment. If circumstances arise under which an amendment
to or modification of this Easement would be appropriate, Owner and Holders
may by written agreement jointly amend this Easement; provided that no
amendment shall be made that will adversely affect the qualification of this
Easement or the status of Holders under any applicable laws, including Sections
170(h) and 501(c)(3) of the Code and HRS Chapter 198. Any such amendment
shall be consistent with the purpose of this Easement, shall not affect its
perpetual duration, shall not permit any residences on the Property other than
those expressly reserved in this Easement, and shall not permit any impairment
of the significant Agricultural Values of the Property. Any such amendment shall
be signed and executed by Owner and Holders and filed in the State of Hawai`i
Bureau of Conveyances. Nothing in this paragraph shall require Owner or
Holders to any amendment or to consult or negotiate regarding any amendment
of this Easement.
3. Limitations on Extinguishment. If circumstances arise in the future that render
the Purpose of this Easement impossible to accomplish, this Easement can only
be terminated or extinguished, whether with respect to all or part of the Property,
by judicial proceedings in a court of competent jurisdiction. Unless otherwise
required by applicable law at the time, in the event of any sale of all or a portion
of the Property (or any other property received in connection with an exchange
or involuntary conversion of the Property) after such termination or
extinguishment, and after the satisfaction of prior claims and net of any costs or
expenses associated with such sale, Owner and Holders shall divide the
proceeds from such sale in accordance with their respective percentage
interests in the fair market value of the Property, as such percentage interests
are determined under the provisions of Section K.4, adjusted, if necessary, to
reflect a partial termination or extinguishment of this Easement. All such
proceeds received by Holders shall be used by Holders in a manner consistent
with Holders’ conservation purposes.
4. Percentage Interests. This Easement constitutes a real property interest
immediately vested in the Holders, which, for purposes of this Section K.4, the
parties stipulate to have a value determined by multiplying (a) the fair market
value of the Property (“FMV”) unencumbered by the Easement (minus any
increase in value after the date of this grant attributable to improvements) by (b)
the ratio of the value of the Easement at the time of this grant to the FMV of the
Property unencumbered by this Easement at the time of this grant (the
“Easement/FMV Ratio”). The parties agree that the Easement/FMV Ratio at the
time of this Easement is __________ hundredths percent (__.__%). The parties
agree that the United States’ contribution toward the purchase of the Easement
is fifty percent (50%) of the appraisal of the value of this Easement, effective
_[date]_______, 2007, prepared by ____________, approved by NRCS and
DLNR (the “Approved Easement Appraisal”); that ADC’s contribution toward the
purchase of the Easement is ___________ hundredths percent (__.__%) of the
Approved Easement Appraisal; and that Owner’s contribution towards the
easement value is ________ hundredths percent (__.__%) of the Approved
Easement Appraisal. For the purpose of this Section K.4, the Easement/FMV
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Ratio shall remain constant at all times in the future, regardless of the change in
FMV of the Property or other factors.
5. Condemnation. If all or any part of the Property is proposed to be taken under
the power of eminent domain, Owner and Holders shall join in appropriate
proceedings at the time of such proposed taking to recover the full value of the
interests in the Property subject to the taking and all incidental or direct
damages resulting from the taking. All expenses reasonably incurred by the
parties to this Easement in connection with such taking shall be paid out of the
recovered proceeds. Owner and Holders shall be respectively entitled to
compensation from the balance of the recovered proceeds in conformity with the
provisions of paragraphs K.3 and K.4 (with respect to the allocation of
proceeds). The rights of Owner and Holders set forth in this Section K.5 shall be
in addition to, and not in limitation of, any rights they may have at common law.
L. Assignment and Succession
1. Assignment. Subject to the following conditions and with the advance written
approval of the other Holder, either of Holders may assign their rights and
obligations under this Easement to a qualified organization, as described below,:
a. Holders may assign this Easement only to an organization that is at the time
of the assignment a qualified organization under Section 170(h) of the Code,
and is, in addition, authorized to acquire and hold conservation easements
under HRS Chapter 198;
b. The assignment shall be subject to the terms of succession referenced in
Section L.2 below;
c. The Holder assigning its rights shall require the transferee to exercise its
rights under the assignment consistent with the Purpose of this Easement;
d. The Holder assigning its rights shall obtain Owner’s approval of the transferee
organization, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld by Owner.
2. Succession. If at any time it becomes impossible for either of the Holders to
ensure compliance with the covenants, terms, conditions and restrictions
contained in this Easement and the Holder at issue has not named a successor
organization, or if either of the Holders shall cease to exist or to be a qualified
organization under Section 170(h) of the Code or to be authorized to acquire
and hold conservation easements under HRS Chapter 198, then that Holder’s
rights and obligations under this Easement shall vest in the other Holder, or in
an entity with purposes similar to the Holder’s, constituting a “qualified
organization” within the meaning of Section 170(h) of the Code; provided that if
such vesting in any such entity is deemed to be void under the Rule Against
Perpetuities, the rights and obligations under this Easement shall vest in such
organization as a court having jurisdiction shall direct, pursuant to the applicable
Hawai`i law and the Code, and with due regard to the purposes of this
Easement.
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M. General Provisions
1. Reasonableness Standard. Owner and Holders shall follow a reasonableness
standard and shall use their best efforts to make any determinations that are
necessary or are contemplated to be made by them (either separately or jointly)
under this Easement in a timely manner and shall cooperate with one another
and shall take all other reasonable action suitable to that end.
2. Controlling Law. The interpretation and performance of this Easement shall be
governed by the laws of the State and any applicable federal law.
3. Liberal Construction. Any general rule of construction to the contrary
notwithstanding, this Easement shall be liberally construed to fulfill the Purpose
of this Easement and the policy and purpose of HRS Chapter 198. If any
provision in this instrument is found to be ambiguous, an interpretation
consistent with the Purpose of this Easement that would render the provision
valid shall be favored over any interpretation that would render it invalid.
4. Severability. If any provision of this Easement, or its application to any person
or circumstance, is found to be invalid, the remainder of the provisions of this
Easement, or the application of such provision to persons or circumstances
other than those as to which it is found to be invalid, as the case may be, shall
not be affected.
5. Entire Agreement. This instrument sets forth the entire agreement of the parties
with respect to the Property and supersedes all prior discussions, negotiations,
understandings, or agreements between Owner and Holders relating to the
Property, all of which are merged into this Easement. No alteration or variation
of this instrument shall be valid or binding unless contained in an amendment
that complies with Section K.2.
6. No Forfeiture. Nothing contained in this Easement shall result in a forfeiture or
reversion of Owner’s title in any respect.
7. Successors and Assigns; Runs with Land. The covenants, terms, conditions,
and restrictions of this Easement shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit
of, the parties to this Easement and their respective personal representatives,
heirs, successors, and assigns, and shall continue as a servitude running in
perpetuity with the Property.
8. Termination of Rights and Obligations. A party’s rights and obligations under
this Easement terminate upon transfer of the party’s interest in the Easement or
Property, except that liability for acts or omissions occurring prior to transfer
shall survive transfer.
9. Counterparts. The parties may execute this instrument in two or more
counterparts. Each counterpart shall be deemed an original instrument as
against any party who has signed it. In the event of any disparity between the
counterparts produced, the recorded counterpart shall be controlling.
10. Effective Date. Owner and Holders intend that the restrictions arising hereunder
shall take effect on the date of this Easement being recorded in the State of
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Hawai`i Bureau of Conveyances after all required signatures have been affixed
hereto, and after closing of the transaction contemplated in this Easement
whereby Owner agrees to the perpetual covenants and restrictions set forth in
this Easement in exchange for FRPP funds at the amount agreed to between
Owner and Holders.
11. No Merger. Holders agree to take whatever steps are necessary to ensure that
merger of the fee and Easement estates does not occur in order to ensure the
continued viability of this Easement.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, this Conservation Easement from Owner to Holders
and their respective successors and assigns forever.
OWNER:
Hawai`i Agricultural Research Center

By: _____________________________
Stephanie A. Whalen
Director and President

By: _____________________________
Blake Vance
Vice President

Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.:

By: _____________________________
Name:
Its:

HOLDERS:

By: _____________________________
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Alfredo Lee
Executive Director
Agribusiness Development Corporation

By:_____________________________
Lawrence T. Yamamoto
Director, Pacific Islands Area
Natural Resources Conservation Service
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STATE OF HAWAI`I

)
)

CITY & COUNTY OF HONOLULU

SS.

)

On this _____ day of _______________, 2007, before me personally
appeared Stephanie A. Whalen, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn
or affirmed, did say that such person(s) executed the foregoing instrument as the free
act and deed of such person(s), and if applicable, in the capacities shown, having been
duly authorized to execute such instrument in such capacities.
__________________________________
(Signature)
___________________________________
(Print Name)
Notary Public, State of Hawai'i
My Commission expires: _______________

STATE OF HAWAI`I

)
)

CITY & COUNTY OF HONOLULU

SS.

)

On this _____ day of _______________, 2007, before me personally
appeared Blake Vance, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn or
affirmed, did say that such person(s) executed the foregoing instrument as the free act
and deed of such person(s), and if applicable, in the capacities shown, having been duly
authorized to execute such instrument in such capacities.
__________________________________
(Signature)
___________________________________
(Print Name)
Notary Public, State of Hawai'i
My Commission expires: _______________
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STATE OF HAWAI`I

)
)

CITY & COUNTY OF HONOLULU

SS.

)

On this _____ day of _______________, 2007, before me personally
appeared __________________, to me personally known, who, being by me duly
sworn or affirmed, did say that such person(s) executed the foregoing instrument as the
free act and deed of such person(s), and if applicable, in the capacities shown, having
been duly authorized to execute such instrument in such capacities.
__________________________________
(Signature)
___________________________________
(Print Name)
Notary Public, State of Hawai'i
My Commission expires: _______________
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STATE OF HAWAI`I

)
)

CITY & COUNTY OF HONOLULU

SS.

)

On this _____ day of _______________, 2007, before me personally
appeared Alfredo Lee, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn or
affirmed, did say that such person(s) executed the foregoing instrument as the free act
and deed of such person(s), and if applicable, in the capacities shown, having been duly
authorized to execute such instrument in such capacities.
__________________________________
(Signature)
___________________________________
(Print Name)
Notary Public, State of Hawai'i
My Commission expires: _______________

STATE OF HAWAI`I

)
)

CITY & COUNTY OF HONOLULU

SS.

)

On this _____ day of _______________, 2007, before me personally
appeared Lawrence T. Yamamoto, to me personally known, who, being by me duly
sworn or affirmed, did say that such person(s) executed the foregoing instrument as the
free act and deed of such person(s), and if applicable, in the capacities shown, having
been duly authorized to execute such instrument in such capacities.
__________________________________
(Signature)
___________________________________
(Print Name)
Notary Public, State of Hawai'i
My Commission expires: _______________
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EXHIBIT “A”
[Metes and Bounds Description of Easement area and Map]
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EXHIBIT “B”
[Title Report]
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EXHIBIT “C”
[Map showing Farm Building Envelope One and Two]
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